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A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Welcome to the latest edition of Elevated, luxury real estate’s foremost publication dedicated to elevating your luxury lifestyle.

In this edition, we’ve got features on some of the hottest restaurants, hotels, and design trends, as well as some poignant 

spotlights on charities that are going the extra mile to help their communities.

As for real estate, not much has changed. It’s still an incredibly hot seller’s market with homes selling at record pace at record 

price. In Orange County alone, luxury homes are averaging a lightning-quick 31 days on market and currently make up 32% of 

the inventory. And homes priced $1M to $1.5M are averaging an astonishingly low 22-28 days on market!

I’ve said it repeatedly—if you’re ready to sell, downsize, or retire to that lakeside property, now is the time to do it!

As for me, I’m currently spending time in Sun Valley, Idaho while expanding Agentinc. into one of the nation’s most prestigious 

and picturesque recreation areas. My time here so far has been incredibly fruitful, and many hotel and residential developments 

are in the works as we speak. I’m grateful to have taken time to enjoy my family, the beautiful natural surroundings, and all 

the incredible events, dining, and outdoor activities Sun Valley has to offer. It is truly a magical and majestic environment to 

experience.

In other Agentinc. news, I’m excited to announce the re-launch of Agent Auction, featuring some of the finest luxury homes, 

automobiles, jewelry, and lifestyle items you can find on the market today. I’m also proud to welcome Agent Solar into the family 

of Agentinc. services as well as Agent Estate Sale and Agent Vacation Rental, two expertly staffed affiliates offering elite services 

designed to take your estate sale, vacation, and vacation property to the next level.

And finally, I’m happy to reveal that my new book, 40 Days of Farming will be released in Spring, 2022 from Penguin Random 

House/Matt Holt and is currently available for pre-order at penguinrandomhouse.com If you’re interested in learning the ins-and-

outs of luxury real estate, 40 Days of Farming is the perfect read.

From our entire team at Elevated, we hope you enjoy this latest edition packed full of entertaining features, luxury homes, and 

lifestyle game-changers. Go ahead and dive in!

God bless,

John McMonigle

Founder, Agent Inc.

John McMonigle
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James Carona and Heather Sacre are the founders of Heather James Fine Art, which 
include galleries in Palm Desert, San Francisco, Jackson Hole, New York and Montecito, 
along with consultancies in Los Angeles, Orange County, Chicago, Austin, Basel, and 
New Orleans. With a deep interest in art, history, cultures and education, Jim and Heather 
opened their first gallery 24 years ago, collecting and selling major art pieces, with the 
goal of bringing exceptional art to private clients and museums around the world.

Gil has been the proud owner of Body Wise Fitness since its inception in 2002. He 
entered the fitness industry upon graduating from Chapman University and has been 
assisting all ages successfully for 30 years. Gil played baseball at Chapman University 
and has a strong interest in working with sports specific athletes.

760.346.8926
jim@heatherjames.com
HeatherJames.com

James Carona 
and Heathre Sacre

Body Wise Fitness
mybodywisegym.com

949.645.6110

Gil Yurley

David Heil has spent his entire professional career shaping the growing industry of 
luxury men’s American bespoke tailoring. With over 30 years of experience as a 
personal clothier, tastemaker and business owner, Heil has successfully built David 
August into an exclusive brand that creates exquisite custom wardrobes for leading 
international talent in business, professional sports, and entertainment.

Sonja Kotzeff has spent her life in the luxury retail & design space. For the past six years 
Sonja has led all of the corporate partnership programs and client relations at David 
August, an exclusive brand that creates exquisite custom wardrobes for leading 
international talent in business, professional sports, and entertainment. In 2019 Sonja 
started her own brand BIG YACHT which designs, manufactures and provides luxury 
leather belts and accessories. 

David@DavidAugustInc.com
www.DavidAugustInc.com

David August 
Heil

Deborah Robinson is a fervent culinary epicurean. She is currently enrolled in the 
illustrious Wine and Spirit Education Trust (WSET) with Peter Neptune, and her passion 
for food and wine has paved the way for her to travel abroad to experience, study, and 
cook alongside some of the world’s foremost chefs.

Certified Wine Sommelier
949.533.2234
deborah@agentinc.co

Deborah Robinson

Cars have always been Kirk’s passion. He was the top salesman for Rolls Royce three 
years running in the United States. After 28 years with Fletcher Jones it was time to 
branch out on his own. He achieved the rank of Master Certification With Mercedes. 
The highest level of accomplishment in Mercedes Standards. 

949.400.8586
BrokerKirkDawson@gmail.com

Kirk Dawson

Sonja@DavidAugustInc.com
www.DavidAugustInc.com

Sonja Kotzeff

Kurt is the founder and CEO of STA Jets, and has overseen its growth from 2009, when 
he purchased the one-plane charter company at John Wayne Airport. Today, with over 30 
aircraft and counting, STA is the most flown private charter solution for Orange County.

STA Headquarters
949.756.1111

charter@stajets.com
www.stajets.com

Kurt Belcher

Joel is an Australian native who grew up on the coast of Sydney. His passion for boating 
began at the early age of 18 when he began servicing boats in the Sydney Harbor. After 
completing school for electrical engineering and gaining years of experience working as 
a mechanic at his uncle’s car shop, Joel started his own boat servicing company. Joel 
truly came to know boats inside and out.

949.466.6264
Joel@cacoastyachts.com

CaliforniaCoastYachts.com

Joel Romero

CONTRIBUTORS
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TAG Heuer revives an icon, inviting wearers to go 

even further beyond the edge and into the deep 

with fresh additions to the TAG Heuer Aquaracer 

Professional 300 family, our ultimate luxury tool 

watch. 

The standout model of the release is the black 

DLC-coated Night Diver, joining the TAG Heuer 

Aquaracer Professional 300 Tribute to Ref. 844 as 

the collection’s hero pieces. Its stainless-steel 

case, bezel, crown, caseback and clasp are all 

coated in matte black diamond-like carbon, 

known as DLC, a high- performance, hard-wearing 

finish designed for use in extreme conditions. The 

bezel insert is highly resistant black ceramic. The 

Night Diver’s other signature feature is its fully 

luminescent dial, which is coated in green Super- 

LumiNova® to deliver exceptional glow-in-the-dark 

performance. To ensure ultimate legibility in 

extreme low-light conditions, the watch’s minute 

and central seconds hands are filled with blue 

lume to contrast with the green of the dial. The 

hour hand and octagonal hour markers at 12, 3, 6 

and 9 o’clock are filled with green lume, and the 

remaining octagonal hour markers are all edged 

with black lacquer. The triangle on the 

unidirectional rotating bezel at 12, which is crucial 

to accurately and safely measure dive times, is 

also filled with striking blue lume to match the blue 

of the minute and central seconds hands.

AQUARACER 
NIGHTDIVER

GO BEYOND 
THE EDGE www.tagheuer.com
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mbusa.com
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ALEXANDER CALDER (1898-1976)
The Palm Tree

1947 | 39 1/2 x 29 3/4 in. | oil on canvas



CLAUDE MONET (1840-1926)
L’Ancienne rue de la Chaussée, Argenteuil

1872 | 18 1/4 x 25 7/8 in. | oil on canvas



www.heatherjames.com

ALFRED SISLEY (1839-1899)
Printemps a Veneux

1880 | 28 3/4 x 35 3/4 in. | oil on canvas
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88’ RIVA 
FOLGORE

This blaze of brilliant style, this irresistible thunderbolt, is ready to seduce 

owners and devotees of the Riva legend around the world. 

Riva 88' Folgore is the new sportfly with a difference: potent and revolutionary 

with an almost sci-fi beauty, this is a yacht that is made to dazzle.

The magnetic allure of her design is all in the harmony between past and 

present, in the concept that unites innovative materials like carbon with 

traditional stylish features from mahogany inlay to decorative steel.

Like all the masterpieces in Riva’s recent history, the 88' Folgore is a product of 

the partnership between Officina Italiana Design (the studio founded by Mauro 

Micheli with Sergio Beretta), the Product Strategy Committee headed by Piero 

Ferrari, and the Ferretti Group Engineering Department.

www.riva-yacht.com
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3030 DEEP CANYON DRIVE
BEVERLY HILLS
5 BEDS | 6 BATHS | 4,712 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

With chic modern-contemporary style, an open-concept design 

and today’s most fashionable appointments. Every inch of this 

estate has been curated by the award winning design team and 

features a breathtaking luxury living. Architectural and design 

features include pivoting glass entry door. Living through automated 

Fleetwood glass doors opening to large lush and expensive indoor/

outdoor living area in the backyard, a covered outdoor kitchen 

with built-in BBQ, in-ground infinity edge pool and spa, perfect for 

large scale entertaining. Absorb romantic outdoor ambiance from 

a grand kitchen that boasts imported Italian Scavolini cabinetry & 

an oversized island. The entertainer’s chef-inspired kitchen is built 

for the culinary enthusiast and features marble countertops, chic 

cabinetry, stainless steel appliances, and marble flooring throughout 

that leads to the pool. From the grand foyer & stately dual staircase, 

to the sliding doors framing captivating outdoor views. Upscale 

modern ambiance is enjoyed throughout the residence and most 

apparent in the sumptuous luxury-inspired primary suite with 

custom built-in closet and sensational master suite with sumptuous 

soaking tub, his & her vanities, large glass shower & a majestic 

oversized closet with a marble topped island - all complimented 

by a private outdoor master bedroom deck overlooking the entire 

grounds romantic evening. Smart features throughout, all en suite 

rooms with walk-in closets, formal office & dining room for elegant 

dinners. This bright and airy home, thoughtfully blends indoor and 

outdoor living areas on each level. This opulent estate is further 

enriched with a prized address in Beverly Hills’ beautiful Deep 

Canyon Streets neighborhood, redefines luxury living.

Kiana Gao
Residential Agent Inc.
Associate
407.408.2568  
Kiana@agentinc.co
DRE# 02021712
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746 SWARTHMORE AVENUE
PACIFIC PALISADES
6 BEDS | 8 BATHS | 6,910 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Brand new custom home coming to the Palisades Village!  The 

sophisticated design that blends the charm of the eastern 

seaboard with vibrant Cali cool vibe and a touch of glam makes it 

on-trend yet timeless. With this home of 3-story, 6,910 sf, 6 bedrooms, 

7.5 bathrooms, on a 7,000 sf lot, you can enjoy the luxury lifestyle 

you deserve: enjoy a cup of coffee on the balcony in the morning, 

entertain family and friends at the bar and the infinity pool in the 

afternoon, enjoy the dinner in front of the wine room, and end 

the day in the movie theater.  Did I mention it’s close to Temescal 

Beach, Will Rogers Park, Santa Monica Pier, and Caruso Center?  

Call it Home, call it Dream. Come pick up the key and unlock the 

true meaning of life!

Lin He
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.209.9896 
lin@agentinc.co
DRE# 01872102
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DIOR MEN'S SUMMER
2022 COLLECTION 

www.dior..com

CHRISTIAN DIOR JOURNEYED TO AMERICA TO CELEBRATE HIS DEBUT COLLECTION IN 1947: ONE OF HIS 

FIRST STOPS WAS TEXAS, AN UNEXPECTED DESTINATION WHOSE GRAND CANYONS AND HUGE DUSTY 

DESERTS MADE A LASTING IMPRESSION. SO TOO DID THE ETHOS AND SPIRIT OF AMERICA – IN HIS OWN 

WORDS, ‘THE ZEST FOR LIFE AND SELF-CONFIDENCE’. INSPIRED BY DIOR’S DEEP-ROOTED CONNECTION TO 

THIS AMERICAN STATE, MEN’S ARTISTIC DIRECTOR KIM JONES HAS LASSOED THIS LEGACY INTO TODAY, 

COLLABORATING WITH THE TEXAN-BORN RAPPER, SINGER, SONGWRITER, AND RECORD PRODUCER TRAVIS 

SCOTT ON THE DIOR SUMMER 2022 MEN’S COLLECTION. THE TITLE IS CACTUS JACK DIOR, DRAWING ITS 

NAME FROM SCOTT’S CACTUS JACK RECORDS LABEL.

EXPLORING AMERICA
THROUGH DIOR’S EYES
LEADS BACK TO FINE ART
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20655 SUTHERLAND DAM ROAD
RAMONA 
4 Beds | 4.5 Baths | 8,000 Sqft | Price Upon Request

Embracing 352 Acres of land on two contiguous parcels in the beautiful 

Wine Country of Ramona, California, this Equestrian Estate and Arabian 

Horse Ranch rivals many of California’s finest. Some of the amenities 

include an 8000 Square Foot Custom home with incredible 360 degree 

mountain views, several other historical homes dating back to 1890, a 

35 Stall State of the Art Barn with covered riding Arena, an additional 

20 Stall barn, a Breeding facility, a 12 Stall Mare Hotel, a Presentation 

Office, a covered Bullpen, numerous dry turnout pastures and irrigated 

pastures, two wells and much more. North Arabians is one of the top 

Breeding operations for Purebred Arabian horses in the country. The 

World renowned Arabian Stallion, Padron’s Psyche resided here for about 

nine years and sired over 1500 offspring during his span of breeding 

years. This property also lends itself to being developed into a Grape 

Vineyard on at least a 100 acres of the land, if one desired to create 

a Vineyard. This is truly a one of a kind opportunity to own a beautiful 

Ranch property on 352 Acres in Southern California.

John Evans
Residential Agent Inc.
Agent Ranch, President
TheRealEstater@gmail.com
949.903.0834
DRE# 00378197
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26 A SURFSIDE
SURFSIDE
4 BEDS | 3.5 BATHS | 2,800 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Premier OCEANFRONT custom home with 180 degree unobstructed 

views of the Pacific Ocean, from Palos Verdes to Catalina to 

Huntington Beach! Surfside Colony is an exclusive, private 

oceanfront, gated and guarded community with very limited public 

access. Currently being used as 3 bedrooms, the downstairs bonus 

room (den), can easily be converted to a 4th main floor bedroom 

with it’s own ensuite bathroom. It opens onto the beachfront deck 

with newer sliding doors and windows for that indoor/outdoor 

living feel. Also on the main floor is the finished oversized, two-car 

garage with built-in storage. One floor up an open concept floor 

plan lends itself to the custom country kitchen (featuring hidden 

sub zero fridge and brick accents throughout), opening to the 

dining area, and spacious bright living room with wood beams 

and a cozy fireplace, overlooking the beach. The master bedroom 

with ensuite bathroom (and fireplace) is on the 3rd floor with the 

other 2 bedrooms and guest bathroom. Finally, a rooftop deck with 

views of the backbay and ocean comes equipped with a gas line 

to add a hot tub. Centrally located, nestled between Seal Beach 

and Huntington Beach (20 min to Orange County Airport, 40 min to 

LAX), there are plenty of restaurants and shops to walk to in Sunset 

Beach! Located in the Los Alamitos School District, ranked one of 

the best in the state!

Susan Stricklen
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
562.260.7088 
susan@agentinc.co
DRE# 01427686
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77 SUNSET COVE
IRVINE
4 BEDS | 4.5 BATHS | 3,609 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Experience the apex of luxury design and elegance in this 

magnificent Spanish-inspired home located in an exclusive 

guard-gated enclave of Orchard Hills. Every inch of this estate has 

been curated by the award-winning design team and features a 

breathtaking infinity-edge salt water pool. The home’s spacious 

resort-inspired grounds reveal a Jacuzzi with waterfall, a fire pit 

and built-in BBQ. The entertainer’s chef-inspired kitchen is built for 

the culinary enthusiast and features marble countertops, seated 

island, chic cabinetry, stainless steel appliances, chandeliers, and 

hardwood flooring throughout, leading to the pool and fireplace. 

From the grand foyer & stately dual staircase, to the walls of 

windows & sliding doors framing captivating outdoor views. 

Upscale modern ambiance is enjoyed throughout the residence 

and most apparent in the sumptuous resort-inspired primary suite 

with custom built-in closet and sumptuous master bath is located 

on the first floor of the home with soaking tub, walk-in rain shower, 

providing direct access to the outdoor living space through the 

elegant French doors. A separate casita offers plenty of privacy 

for guests and family, while the artist’s loft is ideal for creative 

endeavors. Moments from the parks, award winning Orchard Hills 

Elementary school, village restaurants and shops, the bright and 

airy home, appropriately named Playground, thoughtfully blends 

indoor and outdoor living areas on each level. With chic modern-

contemporary style, an open-concept design and today’s most 

fashionable appointments, this opulent estate is further enriched 

with a prized address in Orchard Hills’ beautiful Sunset Cove Streets 

neighborhood, redefines luxury living.

Kiana Gao
Residential Agent Inc.
Associate
407.408.2568  
Kiana@agentinc.co
DRE# 02021712
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ELEVATED BUILDER SPOTLIGHT:

BRYAN BURKHART OF 
BURKHART BROTHERS 
CONSTRUCTION



With over 100 celebrated luxury homes built up-and-down Coastal 

Orange County, Bryan Burkhart of Burkhart Brothers Construction 

takes craftsmanship, timeless design, and innovation to the next 

level. From contemporary, to transitional, to mid-century modern, 

Bryan works directly with clients to make their dream home a 

living masterpiece designed to transcend time. Backed by a team 

of industry veterans, including his brother Mark Burkhart, Bryan 

and the team have broken sales records and dropped jaws with 

their masterful projects, and next-level digital technology that 

allows clients to be a part of every step of the building journey. 

Transparency, trust, and craftsmanship is how the Burkhart 

Brothers redefine the luxury home-building experience. Elevated 

was excited to connect with Bryan to talk trends, inspiration, and 

the present and future of custom home building across Orange 

County and the entire Gold Coast.

Burkhart Brothers have been making a name for themselves in 
the Coastal Orange County luxury home scene for quite some 
time. What inspires you most about your environment?

It’s hard to say—there are so many different elements that make 

working in Coastal Orange County interesting and fulfilling. I will 

say that in this environment, nothing is ever the same—it’s always 

changing and it’s always different. Just when I think I’ve done it all, 

something new pops up. There’s so much interesting and dynamic 

architecture throughout Newport, Laguna, and Monarch Beach, 

it’s easy to get inspired. I started out in the wine business, and 

there’s a lot of history and creativity when it comes to wine. When I 

transitioned to building, it felt similar—there’s history in homes, and 

I enjoy the creative element of building something out of nothing.

You pride yourself on your ability to turn your client’s imagination 
into an actual home. How are you able to interpret vision and 
deliver form and function?

It’s definitely a process. Most clients don’t know exactly what they 

want right from the start. I find that through the building process, 

my clients start to become more familiar with their vision. It’s 

through the process and the job walks that a project takes life and 

becomes “owned.” Most clients don’t understand things on paper, 

so we make changes as we go—that’s when they get a feeling for 

what they want. Architects may give them a style, but as they see it 

being developed, the style and vision changes. The ability to adapt 

is what creates something special.

You’ve worked with Drew D’Angelo and Hoda Hajirnia of “The HD 
Team” on a number of high-profile projects. What do you find 
most appealing about working with two of O.C.’s top real estate 
agents to bring your projects to market?

Working with agents like Drew and Hoda is great because they 

already know what the clients want. They have great style and 

a fantastic eye, so it makes our job easier as far as design is 

concerned—especially in the spec homes we’ve built for them. 

Anytime you have someone building a home and selling it, it makes 

for a streamlined process. Plus, Hoda and Drew know exactly what 

the house needs to create value. One particular home on Cliff Drive 

in the heart of Newport Beach sold within hours for $6,000,000. 

That’s how you know you’ve made the right choices.  

There’s a ton of buzz surrounding the record sale of 2404 Cliff 
Drive. Give us the BTS of that project and why you think it was 
so appealing…

The homeowners covered every single base on that project and it’s 

really well done. That house had a ton of love poured into it. From 

truly next-level finishes, ceiling and wall treatments, custom tile 

work, massive retractable doors and of course, views on views on 

views. To wake up and enjoy views of Catalina Island and Newport 

Harbor on the daily is the quintessential “ SoCal living” dream. Every 

detail is synergistic of the builder-client relationship, enabling us 

to create unique, impeccably constructed homes throughout the 

area.  

Tell us about some of your other favorite projects?

Lately, I’ve been working on a lot of modern contemporary style 

homes, which is fun. One in particular, a cliff-hanger on Skyline 

Drive in Laguna, is my recent favorite. It’s built 50 feet deep into 

the cliff, required 56 caissons, and took a year just to build the 

foundation. It has everything imaginable, insane indoor/outdoor 

living elements and jaw-dropping views. The complicated ones are 

fun—until they’re not! 

Many people still live in the “Dark Ages” when it comes to building 
their own home. So, lay it out—How hard is it to build your dream 
luxury home in Coastal Orange County in 2021?

Right now, a lot of what’s going on with city ordinances is making 

things a bit more difficult. They make the rules a little more 

complicated, so the building becomes a little more complicated. 

For example, now we have to add solar to structures. On top of 

that, materials are going through the roof—lumber, steel, copper. 

The pandemic shut down factories and now they’re trying to catch 

up. There isn’t a shortage of materials, they just didn’t produce 

enough for the demand. Once that settles down, everything will be 

right back to normal. It takes a year to build a home on average, 

and the average house we build is 5000 square feet. You can’t 

take your eye off the ball in this industry—that’s why it’s important 

to choose the right builder right from the start! 

So, what’s the best advice you could give someone who’s looking 
to build their own home from the ground up?

Start with your builder, architect, and designer early on. I think it’s 

important to choose your contractor first, because architects don’t 
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draw plans based on pricing. That means clients come to me 

with something that can’t be done in their price range—and then 

it’s back to the drawing board. I’d say 4 out of every 10 homes 

designed first by an architect don’t get built because of that 

problem. $1 million can become $2 million very easily. You have to 

get the builders involved immediately—you can’t wait on that. With 

us, we’ll help you find  the architect—we’ll even help you find the 

land and tell you what you can and can’t do. Going to the architect 

first is the long way of doing things. 

What do you find most satisfying about building custom luxury 
homes?

The happiness my clients exhibit once they move in. I love the 

“forever” aspect of building. I can drive through Laguna and 

Newport and see the hundreds of homes I’ve built—that’s deeply 

fulfilling. My brother and I work and live here, we’ve raised our kids 

here, we see and know everyone! It’s a small town feel and it’s 

always a great feeling to run into someone you’ve built a home for!! 

If there is one timeless design element you would advise your 
clients to incorporate into their home, what would it be?

For me it’s all about the lines… “la ligne”. I don’t do a lot of curves in 

houses—clean lines are timeless. Building elements change and 

styles come and go—the materials may be different, the cabinets 

may be different. Mediterranean was all the rage for awhile, now 

that’s out and mid-century modern is the big thing. But clean lines 

never go out of style and they can never be overdone!  

Buy a luxury Coastal O.C. home or build a luxury Coastal O.C. 
home—What’s a better investment in 2021?

Simply put, you get exactly what you want when you build a home 

yourself. When you buy someone else’s home, they’ve built it for 

themselves or they’ve built it to sell, or they’ve redesigned it to their 

liking. You may purchase a home and find you only use three out of 

the seven rooms—that’s because it wasn’t designed specifically for 

you. Some people want wine cellars, huge bathrooms, etc. If you’re 

investing in overall satisfaction and a tailored living experience, 

then you can’t beat building your own home. 

You have $5M to build a home anywhere in California. Where is 
it and what’s its defining feature?

Newport Beach. On the water. Mid-century modern. Clean lines. 

Minimalist. With $5 Million, you could build just about anything you 

want! 

To build your ultimate dream with Burkhart Brothers, feel free to 
reach out to Bryan Burkhart @ Bryan@Burkhartbros.com or visit 
burkhartbros.com. 



Featured P rojects
(Right) 

410 Iris Avenue, Corona Del Mar

(Second Row) 

Before and After of Great Room 
at 410 Iris Avenue, Corona Del Mar

(Bottom Left) 

1409 Priscilla Lane, Newport Beach

(Bottom Right) 

2404 Cliff Drive, Newport Beach

All listed by The HD Team of Agentinc.





St. Regis Hotels and Resorts 
Makes Glamorous Debut in 

China’s Coastal City of Qingdao
The St. Regis Qingdao Introduces Iconic Butler Service, 

Celebrated Rituals and Exquisite Dining to the Region’s 

Modern Luminaries
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St. Regis Hotels and Resorts 
St. Regis Hotels and Resorts, part of Marriott International’s portfolio of 30 

extraordinary brands, today announced the debut of The St. Regis Qingdao. 

The highly anticipated opening marks the first Marriott International luxury brand 

hotel in the northeastern Shandong region. Strategically located in the landmark 

Haitian Center in the heart of historic Qingdao, the hotel is set to delight the city’s 

luminaries and tastemakers with its elegant design, refined craftsmanship and 

time-honored signature rituals.

“We are very excited to expand our luxury footprint to one of the most beautiful 

coastal cities in the region with the debut of the iconic St. Regis brand, bringing 

bespoke experiences curated for the most discerning travelers,” said Henry Lee, 

President, Greater China, Marriott International. “The opening of The St. Regis 

Qingdao ushers in a new benchmark of luxury hospitality in this dynamic city and 

underscores our commitment to continuously grow in Eastern China.”

Occupying the 58th to 78th floors of the 369-meter-tall Haitian Center, The St. 

Regis Qingdao is the tallest hotel in the region, enthralling guests with panoramic 

vistas of the Yellow Sea and picturesque coastal scenes. Within an hour’s drive 

from Qingdao Liuting International Airport, the hotel is adjacent to scenic Fushan 

Bay, the venue for the sailing competitions during the Beijing Olympics, and with 

views of iconic local landmarks such as Badaguan Cultural Architecture Centre 

and Qingdao International Sailing Centre.

Drawing inspiration from the brand’s rich heritage, the renowned Singapore based 

interior design firm, LTW Designworks, subtly infused local Qingdao influences 

with St. Regis’ avant-garde aesthetic. This includes a crystal chandelier inspired 

by a legendary dress of golden thorns that Caroline Astor, mother of St. Regis 

founder John Jacob Astor IV and doyenne of New York high society in the Gilded 

Age, wore to one of her famed Midnight Suppers. A brilliantly-lit grand staircase 

offers the perfect venue for the celebrated St. Regis tradition of sabering a bottle 

of champagne to mark the transition from day to night. The backdrop of the 

grand staircase is a 74-meter-high atrium art wall that reflects the delicate traces 

left on the beach by the ebb and flow of the Yellow Sea.

www.marriott.com
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2170 HILLVIEW DRIVE
LAGUNA BEACH
4 BEDS | 3.5 BATHS | 3,340 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Excellent opportunity to own a comfortable, ocean view home on a 

private street in central Laguna Beach, close to nature trails, parks, 

schools, downtown and beaches! The main home has 3 bedrooms 

and 2.5 baths, plus a 4th guest suite with an ensuite bath and a 

separate entrance adjoining the garage. The home is bright and 

open, and features new wide-plank white oak floors throughout, 

new smooth stucco exterior, new windows and sliding glass 

doors throughout, updates to the kitchen, new Nest-controlled, 

electronically filtered and zoned heating and air conditioning, and 

new landscaping. Several decks, patios and yard areas surround 

the home. Peaceful views of the ocean and southern coastline 

are visible from most rooms. The floor plan includes a family 

room and breakfast nook open to the kitchen, formal dining area, 

sunken living area, sitting area off the master, and a formal foyer. 

Most rooms enjoy high pavilion ceilings which add to the sense 

of space and openness. All located in a desirable neighborhood 

known for ocean views, renovated mid-century homes, plenty of 

parking, mature trees, underground utilities, and proximity to the 

schools and local beaches.

Nicole Christoff
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.375.0096 
nicolechristoff@agentinc.co
DRE# 02069371

Chris Guziak
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.285.0509  
chrisguziak@agentinc.co
DRE# 01487719





BOMBARDIER
LEARJET 75 
LIBERTY

World’s best light jet is now within reach of more customers and 

operators than ever before thanks to an exceptional price point and 

attractive operating costs

www.bombardier.com
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The new Learjet 75 Liberty redefines 

the iconic Learjet brand and features 

the segment’s first private Executive 

Suite. Harnessing American know-how 

and efficiency, the Learjet 75 Liberty 

offers more people the freedom to 

stretch out and step up into a Learjet.

Bombardier is delighted to announce that the newest addition to its 

diverse business jet portfolio, the Learjet 75 Liberty light jet, is now 

in service with the first delivery to long-time Learjet operator Alex 

Lyon & Son, an auctioneering firm that operates throughout the 

United States and beyond.

“The Learjet 75 Liberty is a value-added business tool for those 

seeking a safer and more efficient travel option,” said Peter Likoray, 

Senior Vice President, Sales and Marketing, New Aircraft, 

Bombardier Business Aircraft. “This achievement would not have 

been possible without our highly skilled team members in Wichita, 

who are incredibly proud to be delivering the best Learjet yet.”

Bombardier is announcing this entry-into-service as its first-ever 

virtual customer event unfolds. This week, Bombardier will guide 

customers through personalized visits of its business jets, and 

showcase the innovative digital tools it has developed to help 

customers interact with the industry’s leading aircraft portfolio.

The Learjet 75 Liberty’s six-seat configuration features the 

segment’s only Executive Suite, where passengers can stretch out 

thanks to the nearly three feet (89 centimetres) of legroom. This 

versatile light jet is also available in the popular eight-seat 

configuration. A standard pocket door behind the cockpit delivers a 

quiet flight, while Bombardier’s signature smooth ride ensures the 

most productive and comfortable environment.

The speed, range and cabin experience of Learjet aircraft famously 

outshine those of other light jets; today, the Learjet 75 Liberty is 

within reach of more customers and operators than ever, thanks to 

an exceptional value proposition and operating costs that are 

similar to those of competitor aircraft that offer less. The Learjet 75 

Liberty is an irresistible choice for those who want a better light jet 

or who are considering making the move to ownership.

“Over the past 20 years, Learjet aircraft and Bombardier’s support 

teams have given me a 99.9% dispatch reliability rate. And thanks to 

the speed of a Learjet, a late departure doesn’t prevent us from 

arriving on time, which has helped me run my business more 

efficiently,” said Jack Lyon, President and CEO of Alex Lyon & Son. 

“We appreciate the speed, range and reliability of these aircraft, and 

we’re proud to become the owners of the first Learjet 75 Liberty.”

Established in 1950, Alex Lyon & Son Sales Managers and 

Auctioneers Inc. is the largest privately held auction company and 

sales manager in the world. This family-owned operation is located 

in Bridgeport, N.Y., and has offices and conducts business in the 

U.S., Canada, Mexico and South America. The Learjet 75 Liberty has 

a range of 2,080 nautical miles, able to connect Las Vegas to New 

York, Seattle to Washington, D.C., and Mexico City to San Francisco, 

nonstop.* The Learjet 75 Liberty aircraft adheres to more stringent 

safety standards than most light jets, for added peace of mind.
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1616 DEL MAR AVENUE
LAGUNA BEACH
3 BEDS | 2 BATHS | 1,512 SQFT

FOR LEASE | PRICE UPON REQUEST

Experience Laguna Beach in this charming ocean-view home 

located near Moulton Meadows park, just minutes to downtown 

and the town’s fabulous beaches! This beautifully-designed classic 

Laguna cottage features hardwood floors, an updated kitchen, high 

ceilings, and sweeping ocean and canyon views both from the 

from the rear of the home as well as from the front. The back yard 

is ideal for entertaining and a deck off the living room is the perfect 

place to sit and take in the views and ocean breezes. Hundreds 

of miles of trails are accessible directly from the back gate, which 

connects to the Aliso Woods Canyon Wilderness Park trail network, 

perfect for running, hiking and mountain biking and for panoramic 

views along the nearby ridge.

Chris Guziak
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.285.0509  
chrisguziak@agentinc.co
DRE# 01487719
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164 AVENIDA DE LA PAZ
SAN CLEMENTE
5 BEDS | 6 BATHS | 5,000 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Experience expansive ocean views and coastal elegance in 

this immaculate estate located in one of San Clemente’s most 

upmarket and serene neighborhoods. Step inside to find a light-

filled space with an array of desirable features including arched 

entryways, soaring ceilings, grand staircase, custom tile and carpet 

flooring, and several French doors and balconies opening up to the 

pitch-perfect San Clemente climate.    The chef’s kitchen is built for 

entertaining and features a walk-in pantry, seated island, stainless 

steel appliances, custom wood cabinetry, and attached dining area. 

Host guests in the spacious living room, or unwind in the massive 

2nd level family room with two Juliet balconies and direct access to 

the side yard. The master suite is designed with tranquility in mind 

and features a fireplace, sitting room, walk-in shower, soaking-jetted 

tub and French doors that lead to the ocean-view balcony. Indulge 

in 180 degree ocean and city-light views from the rooftop deck, 

perfect for afternoon refreshments and sunset salutations. 

Amanda Rose Lassen
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
714.269.4900 
amanda@agentinc.co 
DRE# 01996006

June Radke
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.201.8967 
june@agentinc.co
DRE# 01169778
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At Agent Vacation Rental, we dedicate ourselves to delivering the 

most luxurious and elevated vacation rental experiences 

imaginable, and are focused on providing our guests access to the 

worlds’ finest services and establishments. Our concierge service 

tends to our clients’ every need, and can effectively fulfill any 

request no matter how simple or extravagant. Using our worldwide 

network of first-class health, wellness, dining, and adventure 

establishments, we are able to tailor all of our services exclusively 

to our clients, providing maximum leisure and excitement. 

Heather Harmon
Vice President, Agent Vacation Rental
(949) 231-9846 | heatherh@agentinc.co | DRE #01982226

Marcia DeMello
President, Agent Vacation Rental
(949) 444-4432 | marcia@agentinc.co | DRE #02026763
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A FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 
WELCOMES HOLIDAY MAKERS

BACK TO SICILY

With spectacular views in every direction, San Domenico Palace is uniquely situated 

between the majesty of Mount Etna above, the deep blue waters of the Ionian Sea below, 

and the beautiful south-eastern coast of Sicily as far as the eye can see.

“Everything past guests have always loved about San Domenico Palace has been restored, 

with familiar faces and vistas at every turn,” says General Manager Lorenzo Maraviglia, who 

has returned to his home country following years abroad to introduce Four Seasons to 

Sicily for the first time.

“It’s been a meticulous evolution that honours the site’s past while elevating every aspect to 

a new level of personalised service, extraordinary experiences, and the opportunity to 

create memories to last a lifetime. We are incredibly grateful to Gruppo Statuto for their 

investment and proud of the fact that it’s an Italian company that undertook this massive 

renovation project using only local craftspeople. This is Italy at its best.”

SAN DOMENICO 
PALACE, TAORMINA
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“We’ve also created a number of very special experiences for our 

guests, including day-long helicopter and yacht tours of the 

fascinating Aeolian Islands north of Sicily, including Panarea, Stromboli 

and Salina,” says Assistant Chef Concierge Roberta Maria Cariola.  

“Within the Hotel, our Art Concierge will take guests on a journey 

through 700 years of art, architecture and fascinating stories. Our Sala 

della Grande Madia, the former convent’s refectory, is now a gallery 

displaying San Domenico’s most important treasures.”

www.fourseasons.com/taormina

With just 111 guest rooms and suites, the atmosphere is intimate, as 

though returning to a treasured friend’s seaside home each year.  

The most coveted room is the Royal Suite, with principal rooms all 

opening onto a large terrace and plunge pool with views of Mount 

Etna, the ancient Greek Theatre and the Ionian Sea. Terraces are 

lined with glass for infinity views, and in all, there are 19 rooms with 

private plunge pools.

Built on the site of a 14th century Dominican convent, the San 

Domenico Hotel first came to life in 1896 with the addition of a new 

building in Italian Liberty style (today’s Grand Hotel Wing) adjacent 

to accommodations converted from former quarters in the Ancient 

Convent Wing. It soon became a highlight on the Grand Tour, 

favoured by royalty and nobility and increasingly, a colourful cast of 

artists, writers and Hollywood stars. Set amid lush gardens 

reimagined by acclaimed Italian landscape architect Marco Bay 

with sweeping sea views, the Hotel pairs contemporary art with 

antiquities and architectural relics throughout.

Bentornati: Welcome Back

SAN DOMENICO 
PALACE, TAORMINA

Travellers will find that most of Sicily has reopened, from the 

designer shops and charming outdoor trattorias in the town of 

Taormina to artistic venues such as the steps-away ancient Greek 

Theatre, where a full calendar of musical performances is planned 

throughout summer. Beach clubs are open, with guests of Four 

Seasons receiving special access to one of the most popular 

clubs.  The concierge team is happy to offer recommendations or 

arrange bespoke itineraries for guests who wish to explore, 

including wine tastings, scenic hikes, architecture and history tours, 

and boat excursions to the famous Grotta Azzura of Isola Bella with 

a chef-prepared picnic spread to enjoy along the way.

This Summer in Sicily
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289 23RD STREET
COSTA MESA
4 BEDS | 3 BATHS | 2,476 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Indulge in the California coastal luxury lifestyle in this magnificent 

Spanish Colonial residence located in one of Costa Mesa’s most 

coveted neighborhoods. Recently reimagined from the ground up, 

this immaculately maintained home checks all the boxes when 

it comes to relaxation and refinement. Step through the custom 

wood door to find a light and bright space filled with an array of 

upmarket features including travertine flooring, vaulted ceilings, 

ample picture windows, plantation shutters, and custom fixtures. 

The open chef’s kitchen is ideal for entertaining and features top-

tier stainless steel appliances, granite countertops, cabernet maple 

cabinetry, and seated island. Unwind in the living room with custom 

media center and fireplace, or host elegant soirees in the formal 

dining room. Experience pure tranquility in the oversized primary 

suite with fireplace, Jacuzzi tub, walk-in shower, seated vanity, and 

large dressing room. 3 additional beds offer plenty of space for 

family while a dedicated office is ideal for remote work. 

Heather Harmon
Residential Agent Inc.
Associate
949.231.9846 
heatherh@agentinc.co
DRE# 01982226

John McMonigle
Residential Agent Inc.
Founder
949.735.1004 
john@agentinc.co
DRE# 01123869
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E M E R S O N

Agent Concept believes your outdoor living environment 

deserves the same treatment as your indoor living 

environment. By combining modern elegance with bold 

structure, the Emerson outdoor sofa is created to uplift 

exterior spaces while remaining true to function and form.

Shiva Manoucheri
President, Agent Concept

(949) 701-5353 | info@agentconcept.co

O U T D O O R
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7 DUSK WAY
ALISO VIEJO
4 BEDS | 2.5 BATHS | 2,300 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Absolutely Gorgeous 4 bedroom home with an OFFICE + a LOFT 

which could easily be converted to a 5th bedroom! With over 

200K in upgrades, this home is picture perfect! From the amazing 

panoramic views of Saddleback Mountains and the city lights to 

the state of the art kitchen with new appliances including BOSCH 

dishwasher and smart oven, granite counter tops, center island 

and built ins. The downstairs features Stunning Australian imported 

hardwood flooring which is definitely a show stopper! Wainscoting 

throughout with plantation shutters and french doors! Brand new 

landscaping front and back, new exterior paint, brand new saltwater 

smart pool and spa with 6 jets and waterfalls! Epoxy coat in garage, 

fireplace and TV for your enjoyment off the back patio!

Deborah Linden
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.554.5825 
deborahl@agentinc.co
DRE# 01768219





3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 9898

E. info@agentcredit.co

www.agentcredit.co

Agent Credit is dedicated to providing coaching, education, and repair to create 

beneficial futures for our clients. At Agent Credit, we believe financing and excellent 

credit are the backbone of successful companies and is essential for individuals 

looking to enhance their life.





600 LORETTA DRIVE
LAGUNA BEACH
3 BEDS | 2.5 BATHS | 2,920 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Indulge in expansive ocean and island views in this refined 

contemporary style residence located on a large corner lot in 

climate-perfect Laguna Beach. Set foot through the majestic foyer 

to find a light and bright space filled with an array of upmarket 

features including custom tile flooring, designer fixtures and floor-

to-ceiling panoramic windows framing the crystal blue Pacific 

Ocean. The chef’s kitchen is built for entertaining and features 

custom cabinetry, granite countertops, prep island, seated bar, top-

tier stainless steel appliances, and walk-in pantry. Unwind in the 

step-down living room with ocean-view windows, vaulted ceiling, 

cozy fireplace, and attached balcony ideal for sunset refreshments. 

Awaken each morning to stunning ocean views in the relaxing 

primary suite with walk-in closet, soaking tub, walk-in shower, and 

private balcony perfect for morning salutations. Outside you’ll find 

the manicured grounds, additional balconies, and patio area ideal 

for dining al fresco.

Alex Morgenstern
Residential Agent Inc.
Associate
949.910.3619 
AlexM@agentinc.co
DRE# 02088424

John Veytia
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
949.701.5554 
JohnV@agentinc.co
DRE# 00279282
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TRIBUTE TO FIFTY 
FATHOMS NO RAD

Tribute to Fifty Fathoms No Rad: a limited-edition reinterpretation of an iconic model  

Blancpain reinterprets one of its emblematic historical timepieces, the Fifty Fathoms "no 

radiations". This mid-1960s diving instrument, of which one version was used by the German 

Navy's Combat Swimmers, had the characteristic feature of being stamped with a "no 

radiations" logo indicating that Blancpain was not using luminescent materials composed of 

radium. This distinctive symbol on the watch dial has forged its success; the timepiece and 

its variants are now among the most iconic Fifty Fathoms models, which the new Tribute to 

Fifty Fathoms No Rad intends to honour. Collectors take note: this watch is issued in a 

500-piece limited series. 

www.blancpain.com
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37811 SKY HIGH DRIVE
MURRIETA
4 BEDS | 3.5 BATHS | 3,578 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Discover a new lifestyle at this Bear Creek Heights hillside home 

with amazing views in the exclusive gated community of Bear Creek 

Golf Club, a Jack Nicklaus signature golf course nestled below the 

foothills of Murrieta.  The home features over 3,500 sf of living space 

with 4 bedrooms, 3.5 bathrooms, a dedicated office,  and a 3 car 

oversized garage.  Upon entering an impressive foyer-entrance 

which opens to a grand formal living room and dining room. The 

gourmet kitchen is built for function and flexibility featuring granite 

countertops and decor appliances with a generous walk-in pantry.  

On the second floor, you’ll find three comfortably sized bedrooms 

one of which has an ensuite. The master bedroom, complete with 

a walk-in closet and ensuite, ensures parents have a private space 

where they can enjoy the views from the balcony.  The community 

offers abundant Amenities Pool, Spa, Tennis, Bocce, Fitness Center 

& More.

Andrea Lynn Duncan
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
951.691.2009 
andrealynn@agentinc.co
DRE# 01907899
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Elevated 
Design Spotlight

Mike Cassidy
General Manager of California Closets

When it comes to closet, home storage, and design solutions, there’s 

one name in the industry that stands out—California Closets. Equipped 

with a team of design experts, California Closets has been reimagining 

closets, kitchens, offices, bedrooms, and living spaces for over four 

decades. 

No matter what the space or budget, the team at California Closets 

offers clients a streamlined design experience that seamlessly blends 

function with personal style and interior aesthetic from the opulent to the 

pragmatic. By masterfully curating spaces rooted in comfort, California 

Closets creates a connected environment where people can become 

better versions of themselves. 

Elevated was excited to catch up with Mike Cassidy, General Manager of 

California Closets, to “walk-in” to the world of closets, design, and function.

For several years, California Closets has been the leader in 

organizational interior design concepts, from kitchens, to media 

centers, to…closets. Tell us the about the latest trends you’re seeing 

in the industry?

The home improvement industry is having an amazing year. With everyone 

spending more time at home, people are recognizing how important it is 

to pursue the environment they’ve always wanted. Everywhere you look, 

people are eager to share what projects they’re working on in their living 

spaces. We love designing home offices for people working remote, 

which has been one of our more popular spaces this year.

It’s difficult for many homeowners to create an uncluttered space 

that provides storage options that still organically blend with interior 

design concepts. So—what’s your process?

That’s exactly right. Our process is to collaborate with the homeowner to 

design a space that fits their needs, their personal style, and create the 

perfect storage solution for their home.
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Over the past several decades, creating more closet space in the 

primary suite has become essential for comfortable and streamlined 

living. What are the best options for people looking to unclutter and 

elevate function?

You never realize how much better your life is when you invest in 

organization. Even something as simple as adding a shelving unit on 

that extra wall in the living room can go a long way. There are so many 

opportunities to create a more functional lifestyle without compromising

aesthetic. That’s where our guidance comes in!

Many interior designers will tell you “it’s all about the lines.” How 

does California Closets approach different design trends while still 

remaining true to its unique je ne sais quoi?

California Closets has endless options when it comes to materials and 

product offerings. While collaborating on a functional space specific to 

the homeowner, we can turn that space into our client’s personalized 

quarters with a faux-leather crocodile countertop, or decorative glass 

inserts, LED lighting, or decorative hardware, just to name a few.

Kitchen design has changed drastically in recent years, and now 

is the focal point of many homes. Tell us a few tips for creating a 

shipshape space that works for everyone.

California Closets is able to provide pantry space, wine and coffee bars, 

and all other kitchen spaces in between. These spaces are also great 

opportunities to play with different colors and textures, as they can also 

act as a centerpiece for hosting and entertaining.

With remote work on the rise, it seems everyone is in need of a home-

office. But some people just don’t have a dedicated space. How does 

California Closets seamlessly blend the work/life balance from a 

design standpoint?

If there’s something we’ve learned over the years, it’s that there’s almost 

always a solution! One of our most popular offerings at the moment 

are wall-beds with a built-in desk. These systems are amazing for small 

spaces where you need a professional location to focus, as well as a 

place to sleep at night.

What’s one feature every closet should have regardless of price?

Lighting! Lighting can add so much depth and dimension to a room that 

you never thought you needed. It brightens the colors in your wardrobe 

making it impossible to lose your favorite pieces in a dark corner.

www.californiaclosets.com
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16795 CALLE HERMOSA
SAN DIEGO
6 BEDS | 5.5 BATHS | 6,090 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Imagine having NO HOA and No Mello-Roos, minutes from 

shopping, your own private grove, 960 sq ft guest house with 

oversized garage snuggled ideally between the Crosby, RSF & 

Santaluz. Unparelleled privacy and room to roam and views to UTC. 

This custom-built estate has all these things and more. Perched 

at the top of a privately gated, meandering drive, Nothing speaks 

freedom and privacy like having NO HOA controlling the use of 

“your land” Total Square footage and bedroom and bath count 

includes, guest house features. Property has approved plans for 

Workshop and full sized two-car garage.

Mike Taylor
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
619.813.5950 
miketaylor@agentinc.co
DRE# 01224870
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35551 BEACH ROAD 
DANA POINT
4 BEDS | 2.5 BATHS | 1,785 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Charming beach bungalow in the exclusive, private gated 

community of Beach Road. This is your opportunity to own your own 

private beach unlike any other beach front community! With a 24-

hour guard gate and 24/7 patrolled security, Capistrano Bay District 

offers the best location and panoramic ocean views anywhere in 

the OC. This charming beach house boasts 4 bedrooms and 2.5 

baths. Newly renovated bathrooms and floors, with luxury vinyl plank 

flooring throughout. This home is turn key with all furnishing, linens, 

housewares and appliances included! Large, desirable 5066 SF lot 

with 35 feet of beach frontage! The true showpiece of this home 

is its outdoor space, front row and center to the world-famous 

California coast. The generous living room windows open up to a 

patio designed for dining and lounging to the sound of the ocean 

waves. 

Miriam Rupke
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.678.9699 
miriam@agentinc.co
DRE# 02045496
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FERRETTI 
YACHTS 
1000 NEW

www.ferretti-yachts.com

TRANSCENDING THE LIMITS 

TO REDISCOVER THE ESSENCE

Developing the concept for a new project is, above all, a 

journey. It is an experience where the only limit is your 

imagination, on a quest for sensations, for materials, 

geometries and forms – to express the essence of a 

style that must be utterly unique, in every aspect. We 

have not settled for dreaming up an ingenious concept 

with state-of-the-art technical solutions, increasingly 

inspired interiors, and living spaces of unprecedented 

comfort. We pushed ahead, even further, in space and 

time. Until we were absolutely certain that we had found 

the new essence of Ferretti Yachts, the quintessence of 

wellbeing and style.
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Lauren Phillips
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
774.249.5694
lauren@agentinc.co
DRE #02058605

Wendy Halcovich
Franklin Loan Corporation
Senior Associate
DRE #01495142

HARBOR ISLAND DRIVE
NEWPORT BEACH
5 BEDS | 5.5 BATHS | APPROXIMATELY 5,100 SQFT 

PRICE UPON REQUEST

The New Height of Luxury Waterfront Living on Harbor Island Drive

Experience the ultimate in modern luxury living in this masterfully curated residence 

located on the water on the highly-sought after neighborhood of Harbor Island. 

Designed with indoor/outdoor living in mind, every inch of this architect-driven, open-

floor plan home blends panoramic seaside views with interior form. Revel in the 

custom light fixtures, coffered ceilings with wood accents, and full-length automated 

pocket doors opening to the expansive waterfront deck.

Culinary aficionado? Welcome to the Shangri-La of kitchens. Featuring a La Cornue 

Flamberge Rotisserie, Wolf appliances, prep island, and refined marble countertops, 

the Michelin-star worthy space is designed to turn heads and open mouths. Host 

soirees in the formal dining room with tray ceiling, custom chandelier, and temp 

controlled wine rack. A full step-down sunken bar offers the pinnacle of entertainment, 

while the living room with modern fireplace is ideal for lounging.

Relax in the resort inspired primary master suite with fireplace, vaulted ceiling, 

spacious dressing room, soaking tub, walk-in steam shower, and oceanfront balcony. 

Experience endless seaside sunsets on the deck with fire pit, built-in heating, and 

outdoor kitchen with barbecue. Moor the boat on the 45-foot dock! Featuring a world-

class Crestron system, this fully automated home is built to instantly elevate your 

indoor environment. With panoramic views of Promontory Bay and located minutes 

from fine dining and entertainment, this illustrious residence offers priceless luxury in 

an unparalleled oceanfront setting.
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1007 NOTTINGHAM ROAD
NEWPORT BEACH
4 BEDS | 3.5 BATHS | 2,550 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Live the glamorous life at this exceptionally remodeled Mid-Century 

Modern masterpiece in Newport Beach’s prestigious Dover Shores 

community. Recalling the iconic style of famous 1960s Palm Springs 

estates, this sprawling single-level design is completely private from 

the street, revealing a chic world where today’s preferred amenities 

and state-of-the-art systems complement a period correct vibe. 

Upon entering your private gated walkway and walking into the 

home, you have two outdoor areas to socialize with friends by the 

custom saltwater pool and infinity-edge spa that was installed new 

in 2018, and or relax by the fire pit while the resident chef cooks 

up a feast at the BBQ island. Sliding and folding glass doors 

from La Cantina and Jeld-Wen open the outdoors to the swank 

interior , which spans approximately 2550 square feet and hosts 

4 bedrooms with custom wood closets, 3.5 baths, open living 

areas, and a contemporary kitchen. Equally impressive, the primary 

master suite’s luxe bath was remodeled in 2021 and includes a 

steam shower, soaking tub and polished porcelain-slab surrounds. 

Drew D’Angelo
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.244.6754 
drew@themcmonigleteam.com
DRE# 01935951

Hoda Hajirnia
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.527.2414 
hoda@themcmonigleteam.com
DRE# 01955150
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1007 NOTTINGHAM ROAD
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16 TORTOISE SHELL
COTO DE CAZA
5 BEDS | 5.5 BATHS | 4,501 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Experience quintessential O.C. living with endless possibilities. This 

5 bed, 5.5 bath home is located on a serene hillside cul-de-sac 

behind the gates of coveted Coto de Caza. Step through the double-

door entryway and into the majestic foyer to find an abundance 

of desirable features, from dream entertaining spaces, to intimate 

living environments, this home provides it all. The open entertainer’s 

kitchen is built for hosting and features a seated island, granite 

countertops, wood cabinetry, workstation, and casual dining area. 

Entertain guests in the living room by the cozy fireplace or relax 

and unwind in the family room with double doors leading to the 

grounds, ideal for indoor/outdoor living. Entering the 2nd level, an 

opulent circular balcony welcomes you. Ample panoramic windows 

frame the hillside and treetop that surround, bringing light from all 

direction.

Hunter Fedden
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.702.2902 
hunter@agentinc.co
DRE# 01946473
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CLASSIC DESIGN WITH
MODERN LUXURY
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CARA FOX  
OF THE FOX GROUP

...one of the world’s 
foremost experts on 
classical architecture 
and modern function...

Elevated Design Spotlight: 

Cara Fox of The Fox Group

For nearly two decades, Cara Fox and her team at the 

Fox Group have been creating classical and colonial 

architectural masterpieces that redefine timelessness. 

With a focus on blending classic design with modern 

luxury, high-concept interior design elements, and 

heirloom pieces, Cara is able to create a functional and 

captivating living environment that stands the test of 

time. 

From working with up-and-coming artists, to utilizing 

artisanal craftsmen, to only selecting the finest 

materials, Cara is dedicated to giving clients a lifestyle 

and design experience that can be passed down for 

generations.

Renowned for her work across the United States and 

Europe, Cara and The Fox Group have become one of 

the world’s foremost experts on classical architecture 

and modern function, and have been featured in 

Martha, Wall Street Journal, House Beautiful, Veranda, 

and HGTV.

Elevated sat down with Cara to dive into all things new 

(and old) in design, including the history of Fox Group, 

her artistic inspiration and vision, and what every home 

needs to dazzle the eye for years to come.

Let’s talk about the roots of The Fox Group and The 

Fox Shop. How did you get started and find your niche 

in classical and colonial architecture and design?
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The Fox Group started 17 years ago here in Utah and it grew out 

of our passion for classical and colonial architecture. At the time 

in Utah, there really wasn’t any classical or colonial architectural 

design—that’s all back East. Here, it’s more mountain focused in 

regards to design and colors. I did a lot of traveling and spent 

some time in Boston, New England, and England and I fell in love 

with classical design. I always thought it was poignant that when I’d 

walk into a 500-year-old manor in England I’d think to myself, “Wow. 

Nothing has changed and it’s still beautiful.”

During that period, I became inspired by Bunny Williams and her 

traditional and classical style that reimagined design in the 1980’s, 

and how the homes still looked like they were completed last week. 

I thought to myself, “Why don’t we have more of that transcendent 

architectural style in Utah?” I decided to start redesigning my 

home—which many aspiring builders and designers do. And after 

that, people started coming to us to reimagine their homes as 

well. Eventually, our style and vision caught on. My husband, Tom, 

and I quit our jobs and threw ourselves headlong into building and 

design. The business continued to grow and develop, and with the 

advent of social media, especially our @the_fox_group_ account 

on Instagram, we started gaining national recognition. From there, 

we kept expanding nationally and internationally by sharing our 

style with the world.

To say the Fox Group creates masterpieces of architecture 

and interior design would be an understatement. How are you 

able to design homes that seamlessly connect emotionally and 

aesthetically with different eras?

We’re obsessed with houses. And part of that obsession as well 

as the growth of our business is because of a lot of self-learning. 

When we started out, we read every book on classical architecture 

and design. We learned about balance and scale, we traveled back 

east to visit historical neighborhoods, homes, and saltboxes from 

the 1800’s. We learned about roof pitches, window placement—

everything possible. After we gained the knowledge and vision, we 

just needed to blend a timeless design feel with modern luxury and 

living.

The Fox Group now also includes an incredible team of architects 

and co-workers all with similar passions and styles, enabling us to 

find a balance between aesthetics and function to make the home 

livable. Plus, we tailor our design concepts to each client. Some 

clients are willing to give up function for design and other’s are not. 

But we’ve also found a way to combine both elements by finding 

innovative ways to incorporate or downright hide modern amenities 

within a classical environment.  

Timeless houses have timelessly been destroyed from an interior 

design standpoint—trends and styles come and go. How do you 

create an interior environment that is built to stand the test of 

time?

When it comes to interior design, quality is essential in standing the 

test of time. If you use quality elements, materials, manufacturers, 



and artists, you can create a timeless piece. Without quality, your 

space will deteriorate in a matter of 5 years. The Fox Group utilizes 

true artisans to bring our vision to life. Our cabinetmakers have 

studied under some of the most respected artists of our time—like 

Chris Peacock. Every piece, furnishing, and home we do is meant 

to last  a lifetime, both aesthetically and functionally. That’s why 

we call them heirloom pieces. These homes and furnishings and 

art and materials are all meant to be passed down generation to 

generation. By creating quality pieces that align with our architectural 

and design vision, we create timelessness. 

From both an aesthetic and functional standpoint, what is it about 

classical and colonial design that inspires you most?

What I love most is that classical design and architecture has a 

purpose. The homes, the living spaces, the kitchens—everything 

was created with purpose in mind. Real functional shutters were 

meant to be closed during a windstorm. Classical fireplaces were 

meant to heat homes and be used for cooking. Steep pitched roofs 

were meant to protect the home from weather. These elements 

weren’t decorative—they were essential. Many times with modern 

design, there’s no functional purpose and, often, historical meaning 

behind the trends. When we build or curate a home, there’s a sense 

of purpose behind every element we incorporate. In order to build and curate the perfect home, one must have 

the emotional landscape to envision it. What experiences have 

defined your vision?

I’d say travel. For me, travel evokes emotion in design. The most 

fun I have with projects is when a client wants to use their 

own personal travel experiences, art collections, or collected 

furnishings in their design. Memories and experiences add to the 

collected home. And our homes are meant to evolve over time, 

which eventually will continue to connect future generations with 

their family before them.

With The Fox Shop, it’s not just about interior design—it’s also 

about modern comfort and convenience. What are some 

exciting trends, furnishings, and fixtures, you’re particularly 

excited about this season?

At The Fox Shop, everything we curate is made to last forever, both 

physically and aesthetically, because they are tied to a timeless 

design age. But that doesn’t mean there aren’t new trends. We 

want to play off trends while staying true to our vision. We offer 

new lighting every fall and spring, and new fabric collections with 

a classical twist. As for our art, we pride ourselves on seeking out 

and finding new and raw talent. We promote our artists and we’re 

constantly searching for the next big talent in the art world. 

But it’s important to note that we don’t just stick to classically 

inspired trends, especially with art. We love to branch out and 



integrate modern pieces into our design schemes. A piece of art 

speaks differently to each person. I personally have a modern art 

piece in my foyer. 

When the bones and backdrop of a home are timeless and classic, 

then, from a design perspective, everything added within becomes 

more versatile and personal, and that results in new trends.

What are few interior design items every home needs heading 

into the holiday season?

We have a holiday section in The Fox Shop so there’s plenty of items 

to choose from that are curated for entertaining and enjoying the 

season. There’s been a big jump in people developing entertainment 

spaces over the past year. With everyone cooped up for so long, 

people have been preparing their homes for visitors again. Tables, 

chairs, outside porches, formal 12-person formal dining rooms—

people want to have people around. 

But one of the best items you can add to your home for the holidays 

is a mirror. Place a beautiful mirror near the entry of your home and 

your guests will love you. People want to check on themselves and 

this is a hospitable way for them to freshen up while coming and 

going, and you get to add a beautiful piece to your home. 

You’ve traveled extensively and seen beautiful homes across the 

world. What are some of your favorites? 

I have two favorite places where I find inspiration. First is East 

Hampton, New York. It’s one of our favorite places to visit and I love that 

it has both colonial and shingle style homes. 

The second is England, specifically the Cotswolds.  The area is full of 

charming scale and balance. The Cotswolds is the best pale to find 

inspiration for our architectural vision. Everything there is built on a 

miniature scale compared to the homes we design, but by understanding 

the flow, we can take that timeless architectural design and incorporate 

it on a larger scale for balance. 

To learn more about Cara, explore projects, or shop for your home, visit 

www.thefoxgroup.com or follow her on Instagram @the_fox_group_



MÍRAME
Located in Beverly Hills, Mírame opened in summer of 2020, serving  

contemporary Mexican cuisine with a California sensibility. Michelin 

Star chef Josh Gil partnered with Matthew Egan to bring the concept 

to life, delivering ingredient inspired, consciously motivated Mexican 

cuisine to Cañon Drive.  

www.mirame.la

Inspired by Mexico’s rich 
heritage and bold flavors, 
Mírame provides patrons an 
immersive  and uniquely 
unexpected dining experience. 
Beginning with their dedication to 
authentically  representing 
Mexican distillates, the bar 
features a robust collection of 
genuine spirits —  extending far 
beyond tequila — that 
showcases the subtleties and 
intricacies of truly artisanal  
products, notably mezcal.  

Known for his diversification of Los Angeles’ 

Mexican cuisine, Mexican American Chef Gil  

earned his Michelin Star at Joe’s Restaurant and 

went on to open famed Tacos Punta Cabras. A  

Southern California native with a Baja California 

upbringing, Chef Gil’s ever-changing,  

ingredient driven menu embraces regional 

Mexican cuisines offering meticulously crafted, 

fresh  and sustainable Mexican dishes that 

match the unique culinary experience. 

Paying tribute to the locale that inspired the 

restaurant, the menu is highlighted by Chef  

Gil’s use of the purest, locally sourced 

ingredients and produce as well as seasonal  

influences that articulate his original spin on 

traditional Mexican cuisine such as house  

made masa from heirloom organic corn 

varietals.The menu is complemented by an 

extensive list of Mexican wines from regions 

such as Baja’s Valle De Guadalupe alongside 

an abundance of small batch spirits.

419 North Canon Drive | Beverly Hills, CA 90210 | (310) 230-5035
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328 HUNTINGTON ROAD
CAMBRIA
3 BEDS | 4 BATHS | 3,134 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

A very rare Cambria find located on one of the most sought-after 

streets in Park Hill and boasting a preferred location as one of the 

few homes backing to the historic oceanfront sanctuary of Fiscalini 

Ranch Preserve with breathtaking whitewater views. Approximately 

3,134 SF with 3 bedrooms and 3.5 baths the entire home was 

professionally remodeled in 2011 with updates in 2020. Inside you 

will find the highest quality finishes including a stunning vaulted 

tongue-and-groove cedar ceiling, solid Alder doors throughout, 

spectacular flagstone fireplace, Rift Sawn Oak floors and double 

hung dual pane Anderson windows and doors. The main level 

offers an open floor plan with spectacular views of the ocean and 

Ranch Preserve and includes living room/dining room, ensuite 

master bedroom that opens up to deck area with views, an office, 

powder room, laundry room and a Chef’s dream kitchen  w/

Miele oven & dishwasher, Wolf 6-burner range-top, JennAir fridge, 

convection/microwave oven, tons of counter-space, 2 sinks, large 

pantry & Knotty Cherry cabinets.  Lower level has 2 bedrooms each 

with full bath and open to deck area and a wine closet. There is 

also an office off lower deck with views and forced air heating. Two 

separate garages, single and 1.5 car garage with cabinet storage 

and separate workshop/motorcycle/bike area.

Cynthia Tomasino
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Broker Associate
949.246.6261 
Cynthia@ocrealestateservices.com
DRE# 01786713
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Agent Property Management is a full service property management company designed 

specifically for the luxury residential market. As a subsidiary of the upmarket real estate 

firm Agentinc., our team of real estate and management experts provides an 

unsurpassed level of personalized service, ensuring each client and property receives 

the utmost attention and care. Specializing in second home maintenance and 

investment property management, Agent Property Management provides customized 

solutions ranging from the pragmatic to the opulent.

CJ Barker

Vice President, Agent Property Management

(949) 842-6529 | info@agentpropertymanagement.co
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CESSNA CITATION 
LONGITUDE

• Time for Comfort

Feel it as soon as you step inside: a 

spacious, flat-floor, six-foot stand up cabin 

with best-in-class legroom for ultimate 

comfort.

• Time for Quiet

We developed exclusive soundproofing 

techniques to design the world’s quietest 

super-midsize cabin. Whether you’re resting 

or conducting business, enjoy the peace 

and quiet needed to make the most of your 

time in the air.

• Time for Technology

From a wireless cabin management system 

that puts you in control of the cabin, to fully 

integrated autothrottles in the cockpit, the 

Citation Longitude jet brings the latest 

technology to the super-midsize segment.

THE NEW LEADER IN
BUSINESS AVIATION

The CESSNA CITATION LONGITUDE aircraft 

was designed with your business and return on 

investment in mind: transatlantic range, 

advanced engineering and an unforgettable 

cabin experience all come together with the 

lowest direct operating costs of any 

super-midsize jet. Simply put: this aircraft 

delivers the reliability and efficiency you need to 

maximize the value of every mission. Take 

control of your most valuable asset and see 

how far you can go with the Citation Longitude 

super-midsize jet. 

cessna.txtav.com
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Partnering with The CE Shop, Online Real Estate Courses for Pre-Licensing, 
Exam Prep, Post-Licensing, and Continuing Education

Learn How To Get Your Real Estate License Now! 
www.agentlicense.co.

AN INNOVATIVE AND RESULTS-DRIVEN 
LEARNING EXPERIENCE

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentlicense.co

www.agentlicense.co



Do You Love Where You Live?
You Need Agent Ranch.
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E M E R S O N

I N D O O R

Shiva Manoucheri

President, Agent Concept

(949) 701-5353 | info@agentconcept.co
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Movers and Shakers



THE MOAD GROUP
From the sands of Coastal Orange County to the sand 

dunes of the Coachella Valley, Ivan Moad and the Moad 

Group have been combining world-class service with 

record-shattering sales to distinguish themselves as one 

of Southern California’s most successful real estate teams. 

Specializing in coastal Orange County and desert luxury 

communities, Ivan offers clients insider insight into market 

trends, investment opportunities, and lifestyle upgrades 

designed to instantly enhance personal and financial 

futures. 

By splitting his time between homes in Corona del Mar 

and Indian Wells, Ivan and his team perpetually have their 

fingers on the pulse of two of SoCal’s hottest markets, while 

continuing to expand business into Northern California. 

Elevated caught up with Ivan at his serene desert hideaway 

to soak in the sun and discuss luxury real estate trends, 

the secret to real estate success, and the latest investment 

tips.

1. The Moad Group at Agentinc. is synonymous with luxury 
real estate expertise. Tell us what drives you to be one of 
Southern California’s most dynamic real estate teams.

I have always striven to be the best I can be at anything I try, 

and real estate hasn’t been any different. Now, I’m married 

with two children, so I don’t just do it for myself, but to make 

my family proud! It’s incredibly rewarding to come home 

every night and spend time with my wife and kids knowing 

I gave every effort in my work life to help my clients reach 

their real estate goals.  

2. The Moad Group covers a large area of luxury real 
estate in both Coastal Orange County and the Coachella 
Valley. What are the latest market trends in both regions?

Up, up, and away! Prices continue to rise in both the coastal 

regions and in the Coachella Valley. Inventories are low and 

interest rates remain low. Until something changes, this 

market is very strong and continues to be an incredible 

investment.  

3. Which leads me to the next question—the seller’s 
market is hot in Southern California and it doesn’t seem 
to be changing. What advice can you offer sellers to 
maximize their home value and increase their sales price?

As a real estate investor that has bought and sold many 

homes, I have a one, two, three formula. One, grab your 

buyer’s attention from the start! Increase your curb appeal 

by planting new landscaping or tearing out old landscaping. 

Also, choose an exterior paint scheme that is welcoming to 

the eye. 

Two, sell to the wife. Renovate the kitchen with the latest 

trends in cabinetry, countertops, appliances, and pantry 

space. Also, create a calm primary bedroom and bathroom 

space. Use paints and decor that are warm and welcoming.  

Three, sell to the husband. Create an awesome outdoor 

space, BBQ, or outdoor kitchen area. Inside, make an office 

space for remote work or a “man cave.” 

Grab the buyer’s attention from the beginning, and get both 

of them to start nodding when they walk into the home, and 

continue nodding when they see the outdoor areas. 

 

4. You have a background in residential real estate 
investment. Can you tell us some of the hottest markets 
investors should be looking into?

It’s no secret that Silicon Valley has created many billionaires 

and even more millionaires. The prices in the Bay Area 

have skyrocketed, creating wealth for those that have 

been longtime homeowners. Lots of these homeowners 

are cashing out on their real estate wealth and purchasing 

homes in Sacramento and Lake Tahoe. These markets are 

super hot right now and will continue to see a rise in values. 

I have recently gone outside of my Southern California 

comfort zone to invest in both of these markets, reaping 

the benefits of low inventories and rising prices. 

5. In a seller’s market, submitting a successful offer can 
be a daunting experience these days. What advice do you 
have for buyer’s looking to get the best deal possible?

Put yourself in the seller’s shoes and try to make the seller 

the most confident about you and your offer. Obviously, 

cash is always best, but many buyers are taking advantage 

of today’s low interest rates to finance their purchase. Talk to 

your lender and see what would be the least amount of days 

you need to remove your appraisal and loan contingency. 

Also, before buying, seek out a home inspector and let him 

know you’re going to put an offer in on a house. You want to 

be able to get him into the house immediately and remove 

the home inspection contingency as quickly as possible. 

Movers and Shakers
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Removing contingencies faster than the competition can 

make your offer stand out against offers similar in price.  

6. What’s one thing every seller should do before hitting 
the market?

Every seller must de-clutter their home before listing. I 

totally understand that you’ve lived there for upwards 

of 30 years and have raised your children and created 

incredible memories—but now you’ve decided to sell, and 

buyers want to make their own memories in your beautiful 

home. So, make it a blank slate so the buyer can imagine 

their own memories being made.  

7. When it comes to SoCal luxury real estate, you’re 
a seasoned veteran with one of the region’s most 
impressive resumes. What’s your secret to success and 
service?

I started as a real estate investor before I became a 

realtor. There’s nothing more frustrating than a realtor not 

responding to emails, texts, or phone calls. I’ve challenged 

myself to answer every phone call, return phone calls I 

miss, and respond to every text and email sent by my 

clients. My success in real estate has been my service.  

8. You’ve been an elite agent for quite some time now. 
What inspired you to create the Moad Group?

I’ve had great success as a single agent and continue 

to grow my business. However, I can’t be everywhere and 

give every client the service I believe they deserve. The 

end game for The Moad Group is to be the best real estate 

group in ALL of California.  I’m originally from Northern 

California and now live in Southern California. I continue to 

do real estate deals for myself and my clients in both parts 

of the state. I want to grow my team to be the most service-

oriented real estate team in the entire state of California.  

9. You live a bi-regional SoCal lifestyle. So what do you 
prefer—beach sand or desert sand?

I’m going to be frank and say beach sand is more 

desirable. However, I don’t go to the desert for the sand. 

There’s a certain tranquility in the desert. Warm and quiet 

nights are incredibly relaxing for me. Both places are very 

special to me and I wouldn’t have it any other way than to 

live and work in both environments.

To list your luxury property, explore investment 
opportunities, or discover your perfect luxury home, 
visit the moadgroup.com or reach out to Ivan directly at 
ivan@agentinc.co or 619.587.4826
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3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentincmedia.co

www.agentincmedia.co

At Agent Inc. Media, we offer an array of world-class services designed to help 

businesses, vendors, and real estate associates expand their reach and generate 

interest. Our in-house team of media, marketing, and advertising experts are here to 

help you develop engaging content across a vast array of platforms, ensuring your 

business gets the visibility it needs to achieve your ultimate vision.



PALM
Palm recognizes that most of us are 

not that good to get mad at our golf 

game. Inspired with Southern California 

style, Palm strives to create the highest 

quality accessories for all types of 

golfers. Whether you are a clean-cut, 

tucked-in country clubber, or a 

high-top, jogger-wearing, muni-hacker, 

Palm focuses on ways to keep 

improving the style of the game with 

absolutely no sacrifice to quality.

www.palmgolfco.comWhether you birdie or double bogey, always #swingandsmile



It hasn’t taken long for Greg Daniels, Owner and Chef of Harley, to make a name for himself in the illustrious yet competitive Laguna 
Beach culinary scene. With his roots in American comfort food, Chef Greg has used Harley as his platform to reimagine what 
comfort means on an emotional, relational, and of course, gastronomic scale.

With a farm-to-fork approach built upon locally sourced protein, seafood, and produce, Greg and his team at Harley offer guests a 
revolving seasonal menu based on availability, creativity, and spontaneous inspiration.

For Chef Greg, curating the perfect dining experience isn’t just about creating exceptional flavors—it’s about service, aesthetics, 
and positive vibes. 

Elevated Dining Spotlight: 
Greg Daniels, Owner and Chef
Harley, Laguna Beach



From their 2-pound Creekstone Farms Bone-in rib eye, to their 
roasted beets, to their GoneStraw Farms chicken potpie, Harley 
delivers a dining experience that impeccably blends bold and 
memorable flavors with a homey atmosphere in a community-
first environment.  

And did we mention their enviable wine list and distinctive 
cocktail program?

Elevated was more than happy to belly-up with Chef Greg to 
get a mouthful on what’s happening in the world of Harley 
today.
 
You named your new restaurant Harley after your grandfather. 
Tell us what the inspiration is behind the name and how it 
reflects upon the menu.

My Grandpa Harley was a hardworking man—but he knew 
how to balance hard work with fun whenever he could! He 
and my Grandma, Mary, always brought friends and family 
together for a great time at their home. I wanted the same level 
of hospitality I felt at their place to translate into my restaurant. 
There was always music, laughter, food, and drinks. I look back 
at those times and it makes me smile. Our menu reflects those 
experiences through the love in our dishes—familiar and new 
flavors making your mouth sing combined with our inventive 
cocktails. We have fun whenever we can and that’s a big part 
of our style. 
 
All chefs are unique in their style and approach. Tell us how 
your history and experiences inform your vision at Harley.

I grew up in a household that didn’t branch out too much 
when it came to food, but we ate together at the table regularly. 
Our menu was mostly made up of beef, chicken, and pork. 
Fish usually came in stick form—unless we were camping 
and my Dad would catch something. Then we’d eat the fish 
begrudgingly because it was so foreign to us. While I do have 
many food memories from a young age, I really branched out 
in my teens and 20’s having been exposed to new flavors by 
my wife’s family. From there, I fell in love with cooking at home 
while I was bartending. My approach to a menu is to always 
have some dishes that allow even the pickiest diner to find 
something approachable.
 
Farm-to-table. Reel-to-plate. Harley prides itself on its fresh 
ingredients and offerings. But everyday, there’s something 
new in season or something out of season. From a creative 
standpoint, how do you build a menu that seamlessly blends 
flavors in an ever-changing gastronomic environment?

We do this by always staying true to who and what we are. We 
don’t have to be anything we don’t want to be—but we always 
have to be genuine. We can’t have every new vegetable we see 
at the farmers market on our menu, but we look for inspiration. 
We highlight the flavors and ingredients we think our guests will 

love and that stoke our passion at the same time.  
 
Harley offers up bold and exciting twists on American comfort 
food. But defining how our minds and bodies react to comfort 
food is impossible without somehow separating ourselves from 
our culture and upbringing. So, what is it about Harley’s menu 
that makes us feel so…comfortable?

Honestly, it’s a combination of several things we do that speak 
to comfort. Great food makes you feel good. Warm flavors, kind 
service, textures, and colors all play a part. The lighting or the 
fireplace burning in the corner lounge all affects your perception. 
 
What menu items are you excited about for the fall?
             
We haven’t delved too far into our fall menu yet, but it always feels 
like it’s the best time of year. We’ll start bringing in some wild game 
where we can, and you’ll see more braises and pastas on the 
menu. 
 
Let’s talk a little about wine. Anything new you’re particularly 
proud to serve?
 
I’ve been drinking lighter style whites lately. Silkman semillon is 
probably at the top of my list right now on our by-the-glass menu. It 
has that round profile you get from semillon, but balanced with the 
acidity you’d find in a sauvignon blanc. You can easily pair it with 
so many of our vegetable and seafood dishes. Semillon doesn’t 
sell itself, but it’s having its moment at Harley. This one comes from 
Hunter Valley, Australia, and the husband and wife vintner team 
have been making these beautiful boutique wines there for about 
10 years. 
 
I know chefs are pretty secretive about their recipes, but how 
about giving us something simple, yet delicious we can all whip 
up at home?

I’m never secretive about recipes because while you can make 
anything at home, how it’s made and served at the restaurant is 
always coupled with the experience of being there. Also, most of 
what we do as chefs isn’t really about recipes, but techniques, 
seasoning, and finding balance with acid. So, how about a quick 
Chimichurri for home?

Herbs, garlic, shallot, lemon juice, red wine vinegar, olive oil, salt, 
and pepper. 

If you only have lime juice, which everyone always has, use lime. 
Don’t have red wine vinegar? No problem. Leave it out or use a 
splash of just about any other vinegar you have, except balsamic—
stay away!

Grab fresh herbs. You’ll want at least one bunch of parsley, but 
you can throw in some mint and cilantro if you want too. A lot of 
traditional recipes use oregano. You should have about 1 cup of 
herbs after you’ve minced them all. You can use the stems of the 
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parsley and cilantro as well. 

Mince two cloves of garlic and one whole shallot. Juice one lemon. 

Toss it all together in a bowl and begin adding olive oil, stirring it in with a spoon. You’ll 
probably use about a half-cup of olive oil, but adjust to whatever thickness you want your 
sauce to be. Season with salt, pepper, and about one tablespoon of red wine vinegar. 

Put in on your veggies, chicken, steak, eggs. Chimichurri can find a home anywhere and will 
hold for at least a week in your refrigerator. 
 
What were some of your favorite meals growing up?

Tacos. Always tacos. We had tacos every Friday night—total gringo style. Half-fried corn 
tortilla—because the oil was never quite hot enough—ground beef with “taco seasoning,” 
shredded cheddar cheese, diced beefsteak tomato, shredded iceberg lettuce, and sour 
cream. My Dad and I would load them up with Pico Pica Hot Sauce and see who could eat 
the most in a sitting. We’d usually tap out at 7 or 8. There was always a certain amount of care 
that went into adding all of your toppings in the right order to create your masterpiece. I get 
the same feeling now when I’m plating a dish.
 
It’s 2 a.m. after a long Saturday night at Harley and you’re starving. What are you making 
yourself and what’s the cocktail to go with it?

This is where some might get all fancy with what they eat late night, but I approach it with 
simplicity. If I’m eating that late, it’s usually leftovers and I usually eat them cold. If I’m making 
something at home late at night, it’s probably going to be a grilled cheese sandwich! I usually 
open a bottle of red wine when I get home, or pour whiskey on the rocks, or both. 

To make a reservation at Harley or to explore today’s menu, visit harleylagunabeach.com
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3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentinsurancesolutions.co

www.agentinsurancesolutions.co

Most of us have felt the pain of paying thousands of our hard earned dollars each year to health, home and auto 

insurance carriers, but few have had the even more unfortunate pain of having to file a claim against such policies.  

Those who do find themselves in the position of having to file a claim learn one very important thing; the broker they 

chose to buy their insurance from has more affect on their future happiness than they ever thought possible.  Agent 

Insurance is the perfect personal insurance solution for you because our account mangers take pride in building 

meaningful relationships with account holders, allowing for a full picture of your family’s risk, whether protecting your 

livelihood, your health or your property.

Every company needs robust liability and property protection.  Whether you are a growing company trying to keep 

up with your internal changes, or a stable company running to keep up with the changing business world around 

you; a strong property and casualty brokerage like Agent Insurance will provide you with recommendations for the 

products needed to properly mitigate constantly evolving internal and/or external risk.  Additionally, Agent Insurance 

has associated with some of the finest consultants, vendors, and applications for clients who find themselves in the 

unfortunate position of having to use their policies, all with the intention of providing a better overall experience for 

our customers.



REIGNITE AND REVITALIZE.
WHERE WELLNESS MEETS TRUE WALDORF SERVICE.  
WELCOME TO THE CLUB.

CALL 949-234-3494  |  WALDORFASTORIAMONARCHBEACH.COM 
FOR MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION AND A PERSONALIZED TOUR



LUXURY CAR SALES
ELEVATED

LUXURY CAR SALES SPECIALIST
info@agentauto.co
949.400.8586

Kirk Dawson



3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agenttc.co

www.agenttc.co

Our real estate transaction coordinators are devoted solely to processing listings and 

transactions under contract. We offer third party neutral transactions when an agent is 

representing both parties. We offer a tailored approach to each transaction and abide by the 

highest standards and expectations. Whether an agent is seasoned, or newly licensed, our 

responsive and sales-minded team deliver results and fight for each closing.
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BREITLING AND TRIUMPH READY 
TO EXPLORE NEW HORIZONS



Swiss watchmaker Breitling and British motorcycle manufacturer 

Triumph announce a long-term partnership and are gearing 

up for a limited-edition watch and a customized motorcycle to 

be revealed in early 2022.

Fans of both brands can now visit a Breitling boutique and see 

that the journey has already begun.

Both are innovators in their fields. And both have a cool factor 

that keeps getting better with age. They know how to celebrate 

their storied past while embracing the future.

Breitling has played a truly pioneering role in the development 

of the modern chronograph. And partner Triumph has 

passionately helped shape the evolution of the motorcycle. The 

two makers share a bold and original design philosophy and a 

flair for precision craftsmanship.

For this exciting partnership the two brands will collaborate on 

two special editions: a watch and a motorcycle to be revealed 

in early 2022.

“This is where substance meets original styling. You can expect 

purposeful engineering paired with modern retro designs,” says 

Breitling CEO Georges Kern. “But however you want to describe 

it, there’ll be a huge sense of adventure and discovery.”

www.triumphmotorcycles.com
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JUST SOLD

157 E WILSON STREET
COSTA MESA

3 BEDS | 2 BATHS | 1,341 SQFT | REPRESENTED BUYER

Welcome Home! Situated on a desired corner lot, this 3 Bedroom & 2 Bath Eastside 

Cottage has been completely remodeled and embodies Southern California Living at 

its finest. As you walk up to the home, you are greeted by a fenced in front yard and 

Dutch Door at the entry way. From there, you will notice the beautiful hardwood flooring 

throughout the home with an abundance of recessed lighting in the smooth ceilings 

above. An open kitchen with newer appliances and quartzite countertops , which offers 

casual bar seating, are alongside a more formal dining space as you move into the 

great room. The Master Bedroom provides French Doors that lead out to the yard 

and bring in a great amount of natural light. Both bathrooms have been impeccably 

remodeled as well with the highest quality of finishes.

Schavon Suchanek
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
310.654.3627 
schavon@agentinc.co
DRE# 01946589



In a saturated marketplace of Escrow services and products, we use 

hyper-focused technique, industry experts and a process driven platform 

that delivers beyond expectations in revolutionary ways that service all 

levels of the Real Estate process and beyond.

AGENT ESCROW has an extensive team of experienced professionals to 

assist its clients to (1) follow federal and state Consumer protection laws, 

(2) protect Consumer trust funds, and (3) protect Consumer non-public 

personal information.

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentcapital.co

www.agentcapital.co
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42 DAWN LANE
ALISO VIEJO
4 BEDS | 2.5 BATHS | 2,227 SQFT

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Tranquility, luxury, and modern comfort unite in this immaculately 

maintained sunrise, mountain, and city-lights view home located 

in one of Aliso Viejo’s most coveted neighborhoods, Skyview-

Westridge. Step inside to find an open floor plan featuring an array 

of upgrades including crown molding, custom fixtures, travertine 

flooring, and picture windows with plantation shutters and top-down 

bottom-up cell shades. The chef’s kitchen is ideal for entertaining 

and features granite countertops, eat-in bar, top-tier stainless steel 

appliances, and custom white cabinetry. Host guests in the formal 

living room or unwind in the spacious family room that opens to 

the kitchen with media center and cozy fireplace. Upstairs you’ll 

find the relaxing master suite with walk-in closet, soaking tub, walk-

in shower, and private balcony with canyon views. 3 additional 

bedrooms offer plenty of space for family, while a generous loft is 

perfect for a home office. Enjoy sun-soaked days outside on the 

manicured grounds with hardscaping, mature flora, fire pit, BBQ, 

and veranda ideal for dining al fresco. A 2-car garage with built-

in cabinets also offers plenty of storage, and a dedicated laundry 

room provides convenience and extra space.

Rosi Sanabria
Residential Agent Inc.
Senior Associate
949.278.4184 
Rosi@agentinc.co
DRE# 01767286
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3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentinccommercial.co

www.agentinccommercial.co

Driven by relationships and a deep commitment to personalized one-on-one 

service, Agent Commercial is elevating the art of commercial real estate services to 

impressive new heights. Locally and internationally, our admirable team of experts 

will guide you every step of the way to achieving and exceeding your unique goals.



3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentinccommercial.co

www.agentinccommercial.co LUCKY GOLF
At Lucky Golf we strive to create unique and highly 

styled golf products that stand out in your bag and 

on yourself.  Coming from a passion for the game, 

Lucky Golf products are crafted with high 

performance materials and are designed to 

differentiate you from the common golfer. Our 

products embody a lifestyle that goes beyond 

distance and spin rate.  A lifestyle where style is 

paramount, positive mindset is king and we all 

acknowledge that  "it's better to be Lucky”.

Our mission at Lucky Golf is to inspire gratitude, 

positivity and enthusiasm for golf.  Get Lucky today.

www.luckygolf.com



View. Bid. Sell. Win.

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentauction.co

www.agentauction.co

Agent Auction utilizes our global brand reach, major national television network circulation, 

targeted digital campaigns, and expert photography and literature to ensure each 

property, object, and item gains maximum exposure across each respective industry, 

worldwide. Our ability to separate ourselves as a distinctive upmarket auction site attracts 

an expansive assemblage of serious domestic and international prospective buyers with 

offers in hand, prepared to strike a deal from anywhere across the globe.



LAFITE 
ROTHSCHILD 1945

agentauction.co

BID 
NOW



Welcome to Agent Smart Home, the finest resource for all your Smart Home products and 
needs. Our Smart Home technology is designed to give you stress free, integrated, and 
convenient control over your home, whether you’re relaxing in your living room or a thousand 
miles away.  

Agent Smart Home is dedicated to providing a personalized smart living experience designed 
specifically for your home. We offer a line of exceptional products backed by our quality 
service, and are here to answer any Smart Home questions you may have. 

Bill Foster
President, Agent Smart Home

info@agentsmarthome.co | (949) 433-9321



Welcome to Agent Smart Home, the finest resource for all your Smart Home products and 
needs. Our Smart Home technology is designed to give you stress free, integrated, and 
convenient control over your home, whether you’re relaxing in your living room or a thousand 
miles away.  

Agent Smart Home is dedicated to providing a personalized smart living experience designed 
specifically for your home. We offer a line of exceptional products backed by our quality 
service, and are here to answer any Smart Home questions you may have. 

Bill Foster
President, Agent Smart Home

info@agentsmarthome.co | (949) 433-9321
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Agent Vineyard Spotlight



In 1972 John and Bett Shafer, both nearing the age of 50, 

decided to roll the dice on the promise of a new life in 

California.

They’d raised four children in Hinsdale, Illinois, a comfortable, 

tree-lined suburb of Chicago. John was an executive at the 

publishing firm, Scott Foresman, while Bett had been running 

a house filled with four very active kids, their friends, and 

various pets. Now two of their children were in college, a third, 

Doug, was in the later half of high school, and their youngest 

was in middle school.

Both restless and energetic, John and Bett were ready for 

something new.

It was John’s idea to explore the wine business in California, 

which he believed was on the verge of taking off. He made 

several exploratory trips to areas in the Golden State known 

for growing grapes and making wine. In late 1972 when he 

found an ideal hillside vineyard in a distant farming community 

called Napa Valley, Bett was ready to go.

The Shafer family moved from Chicago to Napa Valley in 

January, 1973. Here under the massive, craggy Stags Leap 

palisades, Bett first laid eyes on the property that John had 

identified in his research – an amphitheater-like hillside with 

thin, volcanic soils, the sort of vineyard site that he knew had 

been prized in the Mediterranean world for centuries.

With the purchase of a 209-acre property (much of it too 

steep to plant), John and Bett inherited a ramshackle red-

tiled farmhouse, various outbuildings, and farming equipment, 

including a 1950s-era International Harvester TD-9 tractor. One 

of John’s first tasks was to teach himself how to drive and 
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maintain the tractor, a skill that nothing in his corporate life in Chicago 

had prepared him for. 

The main feature of that original purchase was 30 acres of vines 

planted in the early 1920s – a hodgepodge of red and white grape 

varieties such as Golden Chasselas, Sauvignon Vert, and Zinfandel. His 

first order of business was to learn to care for the fruit already planted, 

which he would sell at harvesttime in the fall. The second was to begin 

to replant those 30 acres of aging vines growing on the flatter portion 

of the property, and the third and most challenges was to plant the wild 

upper reaches of the family’s hillsides.

He and Bett eventually transitioned to full-scale winemaking. In 1978, 

John made the winery’s first Cabernet Sauvignon and a year later 

construction began on the family winery. The debut wine was released 

in 1981, which John and Bett poured side by side at countless tasting 

events. Likewise, they learned the wine business together. John took 

on production and marketing, while Bett tackled the administrative 

side, handling payments, managing invoices and payroll, and keeping 

a lid on costs. She was famous for making sure lights were turned off. 

Once new-employee Elias Fernandez found himself in total darkness 

at the top of a tank in the cellar when Bett swept through flipping 

switches off making sure electricity wasn’t being wasted.

As Shafer Vineyards expanded and flourished in the late 1980s and 

early 1990s, with the heavy lifting of launching the family business 

largely done, Bett stepped away to pursue other interests. John Shafer 

stayed involved in day-to-day operations through his mid-90s.

Everyone at Shafer has the unflagging, adventurous, and enterprising 

spirit of Bett and John Shafer to thank for the winery, vineyards, and 

the wines that exist today. Their sense of adventure and approach to 

life, business, family, and friends continues to inspire everything we do.

“...one of America’s foremost winemaking families...”

— The Robb Report

www.shafervineyards.com
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At Agent Vineyard, we’re as passionate about viticultural real estate and 

development as you are about your lifestyle expectations. 

Our team of property experts works directly with you to select the ideal 

vineyard for your commitment level and price-point, enabling you to build the 

future and lifestyle you’ve always envisioned anywhere in the world. From 

Napa to the Columbia Valley, Temecula to Tuscany, we have the network and 

insight to bring your vision to life.

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentvineyard.co

www.agentvineyard.co
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NEW LUXURY ESTATE
LAS VEGAS 
GOLF COURSE LIFESTYLE LIVING IN SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS 



39 VINTAGE CANYON STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV
4 BEDS | 6 BATHS | 6,702 SQFT  

PRICE UPON REQUEST

Extraordinary New Luxury Home has never been lived in, 

boast 6,750+/- SQFT of living with razor-sharp attention to detail 

and jaw-dropping design,… Where Modern Luxury meets 

Mediterranean behind the secluded gaurd gates of Southern 

Highlands, this immaculate custom designed estate is the 

essence of luxury living on the golf course, every detail of 

construction, architecture, interior design and world-class 

amenities has been executed to exceed your expectations, 

resulting in an unparalleled luxury experience. Porte-Cochere 

Entrance, Circular Drive, Motor court, 5+/- Car Garage Option, 

.50+/-Acre Gated Compound, 4+/- Bedrooms, 6+/- Bathrooms, 

Master Suite with Spa Inspired Bathroom, Gourmet Kitchen, 

Elevator, 1+/- Office, Family room loft, Movie Theater, Wine Cellar, 

Wet Bar, Private Grounds, Mature Landscape, Wellness Spa, 

Resort Pool & Spa, Waterfalls, Swim-up-bar with barbecue, 

Putting Green, Large Covered Outdoor BBQ Kitchen, Lifestyle 

Deck.

Bob & J ill Barnhart
Residential Agent Inc.
Luxurious Estates
702.250.6062 | 702.280.2277
bobbarnhart@agentinc.co
jill@agentinc.co
CA DRE #01146007 | 01996997
NV DRE #0045572 | 0041344
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Short sales are typically the best option for owners struggling with or 
underwater in their mortgage payments.

In both short sales and foreclosures the property is lost, but a short sale only 
affects your credit for two years, while a foreclosure will affect your credit for 
seven years.

It’s also important to note that a homeowner who has gone through a short sale 
may be eligible to purchase another home immediately. In the case of a 
foreclosure, homeowners must typically wait a minimum of five years to 
purchase a new home.

Although a foreclosure allows you to essentially “walk away” from your home, it 
comes with dire financial and credit repercussions. A short sale can be a much 
better option for those who are not willing to sacrifice both their credit and 
financial future for a long period of time.

Also, many banks and government plans offer financial assistance for a short 
sale, but do not assist with foreclosures. 

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentshortsale.co

www.agentshortsale.co

WHY CHOOSE A SHORT SALE?
SHORT SALE VS. FORECLOSURE



www.agentescrow.co

3500 East Coast Highway suite 120

Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

P. (949) 791 - 8160
E. info@agentescrow.co

Agent Escrow is designed for today’s high efficiency and rapid response solutions 

customized for each customer’s unique transaction needs. In a saturated marketplace of 

Escrow services and products, we use hyper-focused technique, industry experts and a 

process driven platform that delivers beyond expectations in revolutionary ways that service 

all levels of the Real Estate process and beyond.



Agent Inc. is dedicated to helping our community and the 

world at large by supporting a number of charitable 

organizations. Our philanthropic division, Agent Care, works 

closely with charities to help them achieve their goals, be it 

feeding the hungry, educating underprivileged children, 

assisting orphanages, or building homes in impoverished 

nations.

We invite you to take a look at what we’ve been doing and join 

with us in our mission to help those in need. We encourage 

all of our readers to reach out with any charitable events and 

PAGES WITH PURPOSE

causes you’d like to bring attention to, as well as get involved 

in our ongoing programs.

Agent Inc. and Agent Care are committed to providing 

assistance to those in need, and to bring awareness to the 

issues facing our community and globe. We thank you in 

advance for supporting each organization we work with, and 

hope that you will help us in our journey to create a better 

present and future for those who need it most.  TACA (P. 151) PROJECT LAKAY (P. 155)

MIRACLES FOR KIDS (P. 157)
GRIT CYCLE X

PINK JOURNEY FOUNDATION (P.159)
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HELP FAMILIES 
WITH AUTISM WIN 
BY GOING ALL IN

Your help will empower parents and provide them 
with the support services to help their children become 

independent and productive members of our communities.

A SPECIAL EVENT TO BENEFIT

SEPTEMBER 25, 2021 
The Waterfront Beach Resort 

Huntington Beach, CA

For details, visit www.anteupforautism.org

Join us for an evening of fine dining, live and silent 
auctions, and a professionally run poker tournament.



LISA ACKERMAN

Founder, The Autism 
Community in Action (TACA)
Autism currently affects over 5 million people in the United 

States. So when Lisa Ackerman’s son was diagnosed with 

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) over 20 years ago, she 

decided to create a support group to give all families living 

with autism a way to access information, programs, and 

treatments that would enhance not only the lives of their 

children, but also the families that cared for them. 

20 years later, The Autism Community in Action provides 

several programs, seminars, and events designed to help 

families living with autism enrich the lives of those affected, 

while offering parents the support system they need to 

continue caring for their children in a loving, educational, and 

communal environment. 

With nationwide chapters, mentorship programs, conferences, 

webinars, on-line support groups, and medical scholarships, 

TACA has transformed the way families live with autism from 

the ground up, giving each individual affected by ASD the 

hope and confidence they need today to build a fulfilling 

tomorrow.

Elevated sat down with Lisa to discuss the origins of TACA, 

and see what the future holds for both the organization and 

those living with ASD.

The Autism Community in Action is dedicated to providing 

education, support and hope to families living with autism 

and was born out of your own personal experience with 

autism. Tell us how you’ve been able to reach so many 

people and change so many lives. 

TACA was born out of necessity because my husband and 

I needed help when our three-year-old son was diagnosed 

with autism. We were told there was no hope and there was 

nothing we could do. That did not sit well with us. Over 20 years, 

ago we were started searching for likeminded families who 

wanted answers for their kids on the spectrum. We started 

with pulling together 10 families and that was exactly what 

we needed to move forward. Together, we found resources 

as well as professionals in the field, and learned from each 

other so our children could flourish. We didn’t want to accept 

the “no hope, there’s nothing you can do” statements. We 

found that together, we were speeding up the cycle time 

to important information. We were able to jump over hurtles, 

learn from each other, and navigate difficult challenges to 

achieve positive results. I also found a couple other surprises. 

First, the creativity of parents is limitless and valuable. And 

second, we all need community. Families living with autism 

often feel isolated. With community you feel empowered, 

supported, and hopeful.

Those 10 families have now grown to TACA serving over 

75,000 families. TACA adds on average over 600 new families 

each month who are seeking support and community. Our 

10 programs were created from what was missing from 

the community and were designed to generate positive 

outcomes. Autism can be very complex and the best support 

came from other families. That’s why our tag line is families 

with autism helping families with autism.  

Our understanding of autism has changed drastically 

over the past two decades. What are some of the most 

promising advancements you’ve witnessed recently?

Our understanding has changed so much—but autism is 

also a growing concern. 1 in 54 children are diagnosed with 

autism. That’s a 178% increase since 2000. This isn’t because 

of better diagnostic methods or broadening the diagnostic 

criteria. It’s because more children are being diagnosed with 

autism.

There are two fronts making a huge difference. One, receiving 

therapies that shore up skills and address behaviors. Two, 

addressing the unique co-occurring medical issues that 

each child faces. The average person diagnosed with autism 

has 4.9 additional diagnoses that when properly tested and 

treated, lead to much better outcomes.  

Helping address each individual and their unique needs 

is crucial. Understanding and navigating the new science 

coming at a fast pace is equally important. There are over 

50-75 new studies published each week in the field of 

autism. The most promising new research includes cell 

danger response, mitochondrial dysfunction, cerebral folate 
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deficiency, gastrointestinal and microbiome testing and 

treatment, and stem cells. 

Families new to the autism journey or who have been on 

the journey for years should have a lot of hope. There is 

so much we know and have available today that can help. 

More autism research has been done since 2005 than all 

previous years combined. We need to act and address 

any concerns and never accept “that’s because your 

child has autism” as an answer to a concern. We need to 

care, investigate, test, and treat issues so an individual with 

autism can live an independent and promising life. Great 

progress is possible with therapies and treatments. With 

action, we can invest in people with autism empowering 

them to add value to our society.

Tell us a little about the TACA Mentor Program and how it 

positively affects families living with autism.

The TACA Mentor Program connects a parent to another 

parent based on geography and the issues they 

experience. The connections to another family that has “been 

there, done that” are valuable and save time. TACA assigns 

hundreds of mentors each year that not only connect families 

to the answers they need, but also develop into lifelong 

friendships. There is so much power in having a buddy help 

you move forward.

For families living with autism, support and education is 

crucial to providing a better lifestyle for everyone. How 

does TACA’s support system work and where can people 

go who are in need of support?

Whether you have a new diagnosis or have been on the 

autism journey for years, navigating the autism challenges are 

challenging! Parents need to wear many hats as therapists, 

dieticians, nurses, doctors, insurance specialists, teachers, 

and more. TACA takes each of the complex topics and makes 

that process easier to navigate while introducing families to 

a collaborative community. People find us by our website 

www.tacanow.org or by reaching out to our office. From there 

we connect you to local resources or nationally recognized 

specialists to drive your family forward.

TACA also provides medical scholarships for families 

in need of treatments and medical care. How does the 

program work?

We support families with the greatest needs. Our educational 

programs provide strong support, but some families may 

need more. Access to leading specialists in the newest areas 

of research is often prohibitive to families when their services 

are not covered by insurance. The scholarship program 

gives families access to specific testing and treatment of 

co-occurring medical issues. TACA scholarship impact data 

shows that once we provide an initial scholarship, 83% of 

those families can then find funding or resources to continue 

care. They just need that initial support to start the process. 

The right medical treatment can make a world of difference in 

a life. We have witnessed positive results thousands of times.

Your conferences are designed to change the lives of 

families living with autism and give them the tools they 

need to provide a better quality of life. Tell us a bit about 

what the conferences encompass.

 

In October, 2021, TACA will hold our 36th conference. In the past 

few years, it has grown to the largest national autism parent 

conference in the U.S. Typically we have a west coast and 

east coast in-person conference. Due to COVID we’re going 



virtual for the second year. What’s different this year is we 

have an app to navigate the conference, experience our live 

presentations, and take part in roundtable discussions with 

specialists on a variety of topics. All of this will be accessible 

from your phone, laptop, or tablet until after Christmas. We’ll 

also offer Spanish translation and closed captioning for the 

recordings. The most important aspect of our conference is 

community. Our community mentors can answer questions 

and help you create an agenda of what sessions to watch, 

which professionals to talk to, and what vendors, products, and 

services can help your child. The conference also features the 

latest in research in some of the hot topics mentioned above. 

Thanks to generous donors, we offer scholarships and are an 

approved vendor for our local regional center. Families who 

are in California with a regional center service coordinator can 

ask to have their registration covered.  For more conference 

info visit tacanow.org/conferences/2021-conference

How can people get involved with TACA and help change 

the lives of those living with autism? 

We ask our community to help in a few ways. First, be a friend 

to a family with autism. Play dates, shop, or babysit with and 

for them. Be part of our community and come to our major 

annual fundraise Ante Up for Autism and donate in support. 

And be active in the community by volunteering. 

The 15th Annual Ante Up for Autism Event takes place 

September, 25 in Huntington Beach. What are some of the 

highlights of this year’s event?

This year we’ll be honoring Jonathon Schaech, a long time TACA 

and autism advocate and superhero. We’ll also be celebrating 

getting back together! The 15th annual Ante Up for Autism is 

gearing up because we miss our friends. We’ll have a great four-

course dinner followed by a professional poker tournament and 

after party. Ante Up is our largest fundraiser of the year and is 

the main source of funding for our programs and for the families 

we serve.

What’s next for TACA? What’s your future vision?

TACA has four future initiatives. First, we want to expand our adult 

services. Over 50,000 adults age-out of any support services a 

year. We’re working to find meaningful education, employment, 

and opportunities for adults. Second, we’re addressing the 

needs of newly diagnosed. COVID-19 has hit families with new 

challenges. The time it takes to receive an evaluation for autism 

has increased dramatically. We’re working to help families in this 

phase navigate these challenges for a proper assessment and 

diagnosis for autism. Third, COVID-19 has challenged us to reach 

families in new ways. We’re continuing those efforts because 

we’re reaching more than we ever have before and getting back 

to the community – after all that is in our name. We can’t wait to 

get back into our communities when it’s safe to gather. Fourth, 

we’re assessing and monitoring the issues and needs due to 

distance learning for kids on the spectrum. Children with an 

autism diagnosis have more challenges than typical students. 

In addition to losing skills, 3-4 years regression in some cases, 

they were already behind academically and socially. They’re 

missing routine and social interaction. The other issues include 

aggression, regression, OCD, anxiety, and wandering from safe 

environments which can lead to injury and sadly, death. Autism 

funding and access to much needed therapies is a huge 

challenge for families in this phase and TACA is working hard to 

help shore up these areas of need.

Our goal is to be here for the families until we’re no longer 

needed.  

For more information, to volunteer, or attend this year’s Ante Up 

for Autism event, visit tacanow.org. 
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Founder Schavon Suchanek harbors a deep love and 
admiration for the island and spirit of Haiti. 

Her deep love for the people, the environment, and the culture 

of Haiti drives and motivates her to devote her work and life to 

alleviating the financial and physical burden the victims face 

each day. After several devastating natural disasters ravaged 

the country, Schavon created Project Lakay to rebuild the 

fractured infrastructure, and provide a better world and life to 

the thousands of victims who were left impoverished, homeless, 

and without medical care. 

With her extensive knowledge and expertise in real estate, 

building, and design, Schavon has developed affordable new-

construction housing that can easily be implemented in a 

timely manner. Having worked alongside the revered Pastor 

Sam of the Glory Glory Center in Haiti, Schavon has been able 

to immerse herself in Haitian culture and society, giving her 

unique insight on the strife facing Haitians today. 

As a successful real estate agent, Schavon donates 10% of 

each commission in her client’s name towards Project Lakay. 

She has also partnered with other benefactors and continues 

to seek to forge new partnerships with those who wish to 

expand the influence of Project Lakay and who feel the need 

to join a national effort to support, rebuild, and transform the 

lives of thousands of Haitians.

About Project Lakay

The definition of the word “Lakay” in native Haitian Creole means 

“home.” Project Lakay exists not only to build new homes for 

Haitians in need, but also to develop a sense of peace and 

permanence on the island.

 

Project Lakay is devoted to providing the people of Haiti with 

essential housing, education, and healthcare so that they 

may live a full, harmonious, and healthy life. Our dedication to 

rebuilding provides needy citizens with fundamental assistance 

while simultaneously stimulating the employment, supply, and 

trade chain within their communities.

ABOUT SCHAVON SUCHANEK

Founder of P roject Lakay

www.projectlakay.com



Project Lakay’s main goal is quite simple- to build and 

donate homes to the thousands of people affected by the 

latest natural disasters in Haiti. With the help of our expert 

real estate and construction team, we have been able to 

develop a cost-efficient, time-efficient, and labor-efficient 

single floor-plan model for approved recipients. Each Project 

Lakay beneficiary is properly screened based upon a series 

of requirements, ensuring all financial, temporal, and physical 

contributions are truly changing lives for the better.

Recipients of Project Lakay have the option to receive 

medical attention from any injury, sickness, or disease related 

to the recent onslaught of natural disasters. Currently, Haiti is 

experiencing an extreme lack of resources and infrastructure 

to treat affected individuals, leaving many serious injuries 

and illnesses to go untreated.

All recipients of a Project Lakay home may also have the 

benefit of receiving a one year all paid for sponsorship of 

education to help rebuild their lives and livelihood, whether 

it be through attending trade school or reenrolling in 

elementary or high school. Project Lakay is dedicated and 

devoted to ensuring all of its recipients have an opportunity 

to rebuild, renew, and reestablish their lives.

In addition to these 3 facets of Project Lakay, we are also 

dedicated to providing continued support for Project Lakay’s 

Vice President Pastor Sam and the Glory Glory Center he 

runs in providing food, shelter, healthcare, and education to 

over 56 orphaned Haitian children who were devastated by 

the 2010 earthquake. Project Lakay works directly with Glory 

Glory to both raise funds and actively volunteer to ensure 

each child receives a quality education, becomes a strong 

pillar in their community, and blossoms into a future leader.

Project Lakay’s Mission

Project Lakay aims to support and rebuild the lives of those 

affected by the many natural disasters Haiti has recently 

endured. We aim to establish a community of donors and 

volunteers dedicated to making a positive change on the 

island, be it through financial assistance or a commitment 

to service. We believe all humans should have access to 

adequate housing, education, and healthcare and are 

actively working to provide these integral necessities to our 

unfortunate and suffering brothers and sisters in this ravage 

nation.



Miracles for Kids helps families with food, clothing, shelter and more, so they can focus on the care their child needs.

miraclesforkids.org

MAKING MIRACLES HAPPEN



Details
ARRIVAL & COCKTAIL RECEPTION

5:30pm – 7:00pm

DINNER PROGRAM

7:15pm

DRESS

Black-Tie (Optional)

ONLINE LIVE & SILENT AUCTIONS

Online Bidding Opens Wednesday, 10/13

Live Auction and Silent Auction Closes 

Saturday Evening, 10/16

VENUE

Ritz Carlton Laguna Niguel

One Ritz Carlton Dr, Dana Point, CA 92629

NIGHT OF MIRACLES GALA: 
STRENGTH OF A MIRACLE

Presented by Xponential Fitness 

Saturday, October 16, 2021
It is through strength, perseverance, and the power of community 

that miracles are made. Please join us for an inspirational evening 

as we celebrate the strength of the children and families we 

serve, and honor those who stood by them when in need. For 

more details or to donate, sponsor or get involved, please contact 

Jonathan Birt, Development Manager, at jbirt@miraclesforkids.org 

or call (714) 705-4541.

The Ritz Carlton Laguna Niguel extends gala guests a nightly room 

rate of $469. There is LIMITED availability within the discounted room 

block and reservations should be made early. Accommodations 

may be arranged by contacting the Ritz Carlton Laguna Niguel 

main desk at (949) 240-2000 and mentioning the Miracles for Kids 

Night of Miracles Gala.

For More Info:

(714) 730-3040 | info@miraclesforkids.org
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Grit Cycle x
Pink Journey 
Foundation

AFTER RIDE PARTY DETAILS

Location | Country Club

330 E 17th St, Costa Mesa, CA 92627

Saturday, October 16th
3:30pm - 5:30pm

Details
Tray passed appetizers, signature cocktail and 

frosé will be served for the first 50 guests. THIS IS 

A PRIVATE EVENT: RSVP IS REQUIRED AND YOU 

MUST BE 21 YEARS OF AGE TO ENTER.

To RSVP please email info@gritcycle.com by 

Wednesday, October 6th

Country Club, along with Playa Mesa, Wild 

Goose, Helmsman, Dory Deli and Muldoon’s, will 

be serving a Pink Cocktail named “Warrior’s Grit” 

the entire month of October.  For every “Warrior’s 

Grit” purchased, $2 will be donated to the Pink 

Journey Foundation.

gritcycle.com



Each year, over 250,000 women in the U.S. are diagnosed with 

breast cancer, and many of them don’t have the medical, 

educational, or emotional support to endure the long road 

ahead of them. For nearly two decades, The Pink Journey 

Foundation (formerly the Be Aware Foundation) has been 

helping newly diagnosed breast cancer patients receive 

the education, support, and treatment options they need to 

survive and thrive. 

Founded by Dr. John West, who over the past twenty years 

has been on the forefront of refining a team approach to 

breast care, the Pink Journey Foundation is a small, Orange 

County based non-profit organization dedicated to providing 

all women with breast cancer education to help reduce risk, 

lead to early detection and save lives.

The Pink Journey Foundation also matches newly diagnosed 

breast cancer patients with breast cancer survivors through 

their Pink Journey Angels program. The program is designed 

to provide emotional support and education to newly 

diagnosed patients, empowering them to effectively navigate 

each step of the process from diagnoses to recovery. 

This October for Breast Cancer Awareness Month, The 

Pink Journey Foundation is partnering with Grit Cycle for a 

fundraising event at their cycle class locations in Costa Mesa, 

Monarch Beach, and Long Beach. For each bike booked on 

Saturday, October 16, Grit Cycle will donate $5.00 to the Pink 

Journey Foundation. An after party will also be held at the 

Country Club in Costa Mesa where a unique and irresistible 

pink cocktail, Warrior’s Grit will be served. For each Warrior 

cocktail purchased from October 11-16, $2 will be donated to 

The Pink Journey Foundation. In addition, starting October 1, 

limited edition pink merchandise will be sold at all Grit Cycle 

studio locations with 100% of the profits donated.

To volunteer, become a donor, or sign up for the October Grit 

Cycle event, visit thepinkjourneyfoundation.org and help 

women of all ages reduce risk, survive and thrive through 

each of their journeys.



40 Days of Farming is a “countercultural” program designed to give you the spiritual, 

physical, mental, emotional, relational, financial, and vocational health necessary to succeed 

in today’s real estate industry.

• Apply scriptural principles to your career

• Life plan based on God’s promises

• Implement a proven business plan

Love. Faith. Hope. These three words are the basis of the journey you are about to embark 

upon. 40 Days of Farming applies the over 7000 promises of Scripture to your career, and 

includes a life-plan handed down by God, along with a proven business plan culled from 

Agent Inc. Founder and real estate expert John McMonigle’s decades of experience and 

success.

The comprehensive course teaches the intricate techniques and methods associated with 

geographic farming-a proven system of generating lead productivity based on love and 

community stewardship.

Elevate Your Career in Only 40 Days at www.40DaysOfFarming.com
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CLOSING NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

JOHN MCMONIGLE

God �e�! John McMonigle
Founder, Agent Inc.

Thank you so much for taking the time to experience the latest edition of Elevated. It’s been a 

pleasure to work with all of the luxury brands, charities, builders, agents, and designers that made 

this issue such a success. 

2021 has been another exciting year for Agentinc. We’ve launched several new ancillary companies 

built to streamline the buying and selling process for our clients, as well as offer luxury products 

and services designed to elevate and enhance your lifestyle and environment. I’m truly proud of 

everything we have to offer and I hope you’ll take a moment to experience all the amazing services 

we provide, including Agent Smart Home, Agent Concept, and Agent Mortgage!

As we move into Autumn, I’d like to remind everyone to be thankful and grateful for everything they 

have right in front of them. Many of us have experienced doubt or uncertainty over the past several 

months, but it is our solidarity, as well as our love, hope, and faith that keeps us moving forward into a 

brighter future. As always, I’m proud of my community both in Sun Valley and Coastal Orange County, 

and am constantly in awe at the beauty that surrounds us all no matter where we are.

So, take a deep breath, take a look around, and remember—do everything in love. 1 Corinthians 16:14
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